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voorwoord
Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, werd verricht onder

leiding van Prof.Dr. J. van der Elsken. Uit talloze discussies op avondwerk-

groepjes, werkbesprekingen, of gewoon in de gang bij de thee, bleek zijn grote

belangstelling voor de voortgang van het onderzoek. Veel van het hier geschrevene

is een neerslag van de, vaak intuitieve ideden die tijdens deze discussies werden

gelanceerd.

De coreferenten, Prof. Dr. L. Jansen en Prof.Dr. H.F.P. Knaap dank ik voor de

zorgvuldigheid waarmee zij het manuscript hebben doorgenomen. Hun talrijke

suggesties heb ik naar vermogen in de definitieve tekst verwerkt.

De directe supervisie over het onderzoek berustte bij Dr.G.H. Wegdam; zijn

tomeloze enthousiasme maakte de samenwerking tot een bijzonder plezierige.

De hoge druk cel werd gebouwd door Kees Verburg, en heeft dus nooit problemen

gegeven. Zijn hulp, en die van de andere instrumentmakers, is onontbeerlijk

geweest voor het welslagen van het onderzoek. Vensters werden door Michiel

Groeneveld altijd in iedere gewenste vorm gepolijst. Veel van de electronische

rand apparatuur werd verzorgd door Jos Scheyde ( van de electronische werkplaats)

en Peter Waterman (van de centraal electronische dienst). Zonder de hulp van

Bert Holsbeeke, die weigerachtige Reed-switches en andere notoire spike-genera-

toren immer met groot psychologisch inzicht tegemoet trad, was het onmogelijk

geweest de apparatuur maandenlang continu in bedrijf te houden.

De temperatuur meting met behulp van platina meetweerstanden werd mogelijk door-

dat Dr.C.Prins van het van der Waals laboratorium bereid was een aantal weer-

standen tegen een van 's werelds meest eerbiedwaardige standaarden te liken.

De moleculaire dynamics berekeningen die beschreven staan in dit proefschrift,

werden verricht bij CECAM te Orsay. Mijn verblijf in Orsay was mogelijk dank-

zij een "CECAM-beurs" van ZWO. I thank Dr.C.Moser for the hospitality granted

at CECAM. My thanks are also due to Gianni Jacucci and Giovanni Cicotti, for

the stimulating discussions on this subject, and on many others

Van de gesprekken met Dr.J.D. Poll heb ik bijzonder veel profijt gehad.

I greatly enjoyed the discussions with Prof. W. Klemperer and Steve Holmgren

on the HC1-Ar interaction, and I am very grateful that they were willing to

provide us with unpublished data.

Werken op een laboratorium is samenwerken. Aan deze samenwerking heb ik de

plezierigste herinneringen. Een opsomming geven van de namen van al diegenen

die het Laboratorium voo Fysische Chemie voor mij maakten tot wat tiet was, is



ontoereikend en derhalve zinloos. Ik zal mij daarom beperken tot het vermelden

van diegenen die op de een of andere wijze betrokken waren bij het werk dat in

dit proefschrift beschreven staat. Dat is dan allereerst Roel van Aalst. Van hem

leerde ik de ver infrarood spektroskopie. De talrijke gesprekken die wij in de

loop der jaren hebben gehad over spektroskopie, molekulaire beweging en wat al

niet, zijn van beslissend belang geweest voor de richting waarin mijn onderzoek

zich heeft ontwikkeld. De ver infrarood metingen die in dit proefschrift be-

schreven staan werden verricht met hulp van Dick Gravesteijn. In een eerder

stadium hielpen Gerrit de Leeuw en Eric Boom bij een vergelijkend warenonder-

zoek dat de keuze van de spektrometer waarmee dit onderzoek is verricht mogelijk

maakte. Via Eric Boom, ben ik in het afgelopen jaar ook betrokken geraakt bij

de speurtocht naar de ver infrarood absorptie van HC1-Ar van der Waals molekulen.

Aan dit onderzoek heb ik veel plezier beleefd. In dezelfde periode ontpopte

Gerard van der Peyl zich tot numeriek wonderkind; de door hem uitgevoerde be-

rekeningen aan de a-matrix voor rotatie lijnverbreding van HC1 door Ar hebben

mijn vertrouwen in de tot nog toe gehanteerde HC1-Ar potentialen aanzienlijk

ondermijnd.

Veel van de tekeningen in dit proefschrift zijn verzorgd door Joop Diesbergen,

terwijl ook de heer Hulscher, en op een bepaald moment zelfs Jan van Tiel, zich

er voor hebben ingespannen.

Het concept voor dit proefschrift werd grotendeels getyped door Thia Kloots, ter-

alit de definitieve versie met verbijsterende snelheid werd geproduceerd door

Jan Blokland.Op onnavolgbare wijze verrichtte Joost Kircz het grootste deel van

het opmaakwerk, daarbij gebruikmakende van de faciliteiten en de know-how die

normaliter ter beschikking staan van de internationale arbeidersbeweging.

Het werken aan een proefschrift vormt een bedreiging voor vele sociale activiteit-

en. Gelukkig waren Marguerite en de heer Tsjört niet gelmponeerd door mijn werk-

zaamheden en zij hebben hun levensstijl dan ook niet omwille van dit proefschrift

gewijzigd. Mijn ouders daarentegen waren, zoals dat voor ouders te doen gebruik-

elijk is, wel gelmponeerd door mijn activiteiten, hoewel zij daar zelf toch de

oorsprong van zijn. Aan hen draag ik dan ook dit proefschrift af.
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introduction

The knowledge of the microdynamics of simple fluids has increased considerably

over the past 20 years.

A number of circumstances favoured this development. In the first place, the

development or rather the generalization of the linear response theory (1),

in particular the fluctuation dissipation-theorem (1,2) provided a language

that was eminently suitable to interpret experimental results on fluids

directly in terms of molecular motions.

More important was the fact that in this period, for the first time, direct

spectroscopic information on the short time behaviour of molecular motion

became available from neutron- and light scattering experiments and far-

infrared absorption measurements.

Finally, with the development of large, digital computers, direct numerical

simulation of the molecular motions in system of a few hundred molecules

became possible; such computer experiments have greatly influenced our

concepts and intuitions about what is going on inside a fluid.

The work that will be described below is conCerned with the question how

information about the dynamics of a fluid can be obtained by studying the

spectroscopic properties of a dissolved probe molecule.

In particular, it will be investigated in what way qualitative changes in the

dynamics of a fluid affect the rotational relaxation of a dissolved probe

molecule, as the density of the solvent is increased from dilute gas to

supercritical densities. To derive information about the motions in the host

fluid from the rotational relaxation of a probe one first of all needs a

simple model to describe rotational relaxation at arbitrary density.

The reason why one needs some sort of model description is the following:

although, in principle, the hamiltonian for a system consisting of N host

atoms and one probe molecule may be written down, a direct solution of the

Schrodinger equation of such a system (apart from being computationally

unfeasible, at present) would ultimately give little insight in the way

rotational relaxation takes place. Computer experiments on many body systems

should be used to test concepts and model predictions on simple, idealized

systems. There is little to be learned from calculations that aim only at

predicting the correct numerical values of measurable quantities. The fact

7



that the result of such a calculation agrees with experiment only implies

that one has used realistic intermolecular potentials. However, this way

of computing the rotational relaxation of a probe molecule will not enable

us to assess what aspects of the microdynamics of the fluid are most import-

ant for the rotational relaxation of the probe. In a model description one

has to make some definite assumptions about the way rotational relaxation

is brought about. The influence of the host fluid on a probe is summarized

in terms of a number of model parameters that have a well-defined physical

meaning. The advantage of a simplified description is that different systems

and different experimental techniques may be discussed in one language.

In our case, the choice of a model will be restricted by the condition

that it should be capable of describing rotational relaxation over the

entire density range from gas to liquid.

In this thesis, two different model-descriptions of rotational relaxation

at high densities will be discussed. The first model is an extended, semi-

classical collision model; it will be discussed in chapter II.

This model will however not be used to analyse the far-infrared absorption

experiments on HC1 dissolved in argon, that are presented in chapter III.

The reason why we prefer not to use a collision model for the analysis

of the experimental data is that, using a collision model it is rather

hard to find a relation between the rotational relaxation of a probe

molecule and the molecular motions in the fluid. In chapter IV, a model

will be developed that relates rotational relaxation with local density

fluctuations in the solvent.

Molecular dynamics calculations on local density fluctuations in argon will

be presented in chapter V. Making use of the results of these calculations,

we will be able to indicate what aspects of the micro-dynamics of a dense

fluid have a pronounced effect upon the rotational relaxation of a dissolved

probe molecule. In chapter VI, the experimental information on the HC1-argon

system will be compared with the results of the molecular dynamics calcul-

ations. Finally, the relation with other experimental techniques that probe

anisotropic density fluctuations in simple fluids, will be discussed.

We have tried to make chapter II more or less self-contained. It may be

read separately from the rest of this thesis.

8



chapter I

correlation functions

1.1. introduction
In the following chapters extensive use will be made of time correlation

functions.

Within the limits of linear response theory different types of spectroscopic

measurements (1-5) yield information about the time-correlation functions of

different dynamical variables, depending on the type of experiment.

Correlation functions thus obtained from experiment, may be considered

as just a way of presenting the experimental data.

For the theoretical description of spectroscopic masurements on

fluids, time-correlation functions turn out to be much more convenient than

the raw frequency-dependent data.

This is so because it is often possible to formulate intuitively clear, approx-

imate expressionsfor time-correlation functions even if the system is much

too complicated to allow an approximate solution of the Schrodinger

equation.

In particular one may often describe the time evolution of the system

(or part thereof) by classical mechanics, which simplifies the calculation

of correlation functions considerably.

As many excellent review articles on linear response theory exist (e.g.

Refs. 3-5)-we will only give a simple derivation of the relation between

time-correlation functions and the response of a system to an externally

applied field, just to make clear the physical meaning of correlation

functions. For simplicitywewill consider a classical system. Suppose the

unperturbed hamiltonian of the system is denoted by H. A time-dependent

external field E(t) gives rise to a time-dependent perturbation that is

supposed to be of the type H'(t) = -M()E(t) where NT) is some dynamical

variable, depending on some or all of the degrees of freedom of the system,

denoted by F. (The notation has been chosen in such a way that it suggests

the important practical example of an electric-field in interaction with

the dipole moment of a system; it is implicitly assumed that the field is

uniform).
9



Let us now consider the response of a variable Y() to the applied field.

The response is said to be linear if the relation between the average

value of Y at time t and the applied field is liniair and of the form:

<Y>(t) = fxym(t-t') E(t') dt 1.1

For simplicity it is assumed that the equilibrium average of Y and M,

<Y>o = <M>0 = 0 . xym(t-t') the time-dependent susceptibility describes

the effect of the field at time t' on the value of Y at time t.

Weintend to show that there is a very simple relation between xym and the

time correlation function <Y(0)M(t)>that will be defined below.

To this end consider the following experiment.A constand field AE has been
switched on at t=- ,at t=0 the field is switched off.One then observes the
behaviour of< Y> as a function of time.

0

<Y>(t) = fxym(t-t') E(t') dt' = XE fxym(t-t') dt'

1.2

-
=AE hym(T) dT

and therefore, in this special case,

xym(t) = at <Y>(t) 1.3

We will now compute the response of the system directly from statistical

mechanics.

Until t = 0, the hamiltonian of the system is H=H -AEM
; because at

t=-6 (E arbitrary,> 0) the system is in equilibrium, the canonical dis-
->

tribution function is given by p(r) = exp(-(3(Ho(r) - E M(r)))/Z

where a=1/kT and Z is the partition function of the system.

From t = 0 on, the system thus prepared, evolves freely with a hamiltonian

point-P(0)inH. Therefore, if the system were at t = 0 in a phase space,4 ,than at t = t it will be at r(t)=eiL0 r(0) , where iL is the Liouville

operator of the unperturbed system.

10
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Then

<Y>(t) = irp(T(0)) exp(iLot) Y((0)) c0-(0)

= fp(1(0)) Y(.(t))

I .4

Now let us consider the linear response; i.e. that part of <Y>(t) that is

linear in A.

To obtain the linear part we make a Taylor series of p(r)in powers of A:

Pa) = p(F) + 4. x2/2 (.1.2_4)

DA'

and neglect all terms 0(A2).

As

taP)
axix=0

lexp(-$(H0(1)-XEM(1)))

ax If exp(-a(Ho(P)-XEM(I')))6'' X=0

EM(1)exp(-00()) E exp(-00(t)) fexp(-$H0(1') M(1-')d'

f exp(-010(-'1))e' ( lexp(-aH0(11))e-1)21

BEM(1)py) ( as <M> = 0 )

with

P0(11 = exp(-8H0(I')) /(fexp(-00(1>"))dP )

We obtain

<Y>(t) .J.po(T(0))Y((t)) cl-(0) + ,,f3E.(130(/(0))tl((0))Y(1.(t))d1(0)

it can easily be shown that the first term on the right hand side of

Eqn. 7 is in fact equal to <Y>0 = 0.

1.5

1.6

1.7
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Therefore

<Y(t) = xi3EJ poCr'(0))W(0))Y((t))40)

xf3E 41(0)Y(t)>

which defines the time correlation function 41(0)Y(t)>.

It is to be noted that the correlation function is a property of the

unperturbed system in equilibrium.

By comparing eqns. (2) and (8) it follows that

CO

<M(0)Y(t)> = xym(T)dT

or equivalently:

a
xym(t) = -ftYf

41(0)Y(t)>

1.8

1.9

1.10

Therefore, the response of the variable Y to an applied field that

couples with M is directly related to the time dependent correlation of the

fluctuations of Y and M in the unperturbed system.

Particularly important for spectroscopic purposes is the auto-correlation

function (ACF) <M(0)M(t)>.

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem (1-5) provides a direct relation between

P, the power dissipated per unit time by a system perturbed by a monochro-

E(t)=Re(E e
-iwt,

matic field ) and the value of the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function of M

P = iw (Im xmm(w))1Ew12

. '<MOM* exp(-iwt) dt . IEL012

The exact relation between P and the symmetrized quantum-mechanical

correlation function C (t) = <i[M(0),M(t)14.> has a slightly different

frequency dependence

12
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w
P

tanhWw/2)
=

2h

(t) exp(-iwt) dt . lEwl2 1.12

In the following we will mainly be concerned with the relation between

the absorption of electromagnetic radiation and the dipole correlation-

function of the system probed.

In that case E is the component of the electric field in a given direct-

ion (say-x) and M is the dipole moment of the system in the x-direction:

If the system is isotropic

,mx(o)mx(t), = 4 <R(0).Am>

The energy flux per unit surface through the system is given by

1-S.1 =(c/47T) = (nc/811) lEwl2

Putting this into eqn. (11) the following expression results for the

absorpion coefficient gw)-(=the fraction of the incident radiation energy

flux that is absorbed per cm path length)

CO

2"w2 f<R(0).g(t)> exp(-iwt) dt (Classical)

3nc )
00

a(w) = (1-exp(-A-W)) <A(0).A(t)> exp(-iwt) dt

3nct.

CO

1.13

1.14

(Q.M.) 1.15

4ffw tanh(1Sw/2) f<1[A(0).A(t)+A(t).A(0)1> exp(-iwt) dt

3ncfl

Conversely, <A(0).A(0> is related to a(w) by Fourier transform

=
3nct a(w) exp(+iwt) dw

472w(1-exp(-6fiW))

and similar relations for the classical and the symmetrized Q.M. express-

ions (4)

1.16
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1.2. dipole correlation functions

In the following chapters, approximate expressions for the dipole correlation

function of a dilute solution of linear dipole molecules in a non-polar

solvent will be derived.

In particular we will study the dipole correlation functions of isolated

molecules in a non-polar solvent.

The relation between the molecular dipole ACF<p(U).pctp and the total±
<M(0).M(t)>dipole ACF is relatively simple if the concentration of dipoles

is low. Writing:

//, -1(t) ind(t) 1.17

i=1

where Pi denotes the permanent dipole moment of molecule i and Mindis that part

of the total dipole moment that is due to induction, one obtains for the total

dipole ACF

= 41.1(0).(t)> +// 4i(0).
4ind(t)>

i,j=1 i=1

//, ind4 (0)(0) (t)> <ind(0).-14-ind(t)>

1.18

j=1

Now is the solution is sufficiently dilute, all cross-correlations

(ij) are negligible. The induced dipole moment is harder to deal with.

Althoughwe will not go into detail, a few remarks aboutAind(t)should be made

(for more details see (6-8)).

A polarizable dipole inside a spherical cavity in a uniform, loss-less dielect-

ric gives rise to an induced dipole moment that is proportional to the molec-
-*
Mi.ular dipole moment. Such a contribution to

nd (t) will follow the time depend-

ence of p(t)(6).

This type of induction gives therefore rise to a correlation function

<ind(0).ind(t)> that is proportional to <11(0).p(t)> . The intensity, but

not the shape of the absorption spectrum will be affected by this kind of

induction (6, 7, 8).

In studying the dynamics of rotational relaxation of molecules, one is inter-

ested in the shape of the molecular dipole-powerspectrum; induced polarization

of the type mentioned above will not obscure this information. However we are

14
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+
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aot looking at a polarizable dipole inside a cavity in a uniform, loss-less

dielectric, but at a molecule in a real fluid. This molecule will not just

have a dipole moment but also higher multipoles. The associated multipole-

fields may induce dipoles (and multipoles) in the solvent molecules, the

fields of which will in turn react back on the (polarizable) dipole molecule.

Moreover, if a molecule gets close to a solvent atoman additional dipole moment

willbe induced by the distortion of the electronic clouds of the colliding

particles.

In general therefore a molecule in a fluid will induce a polarization P(r)

that is a complicated function of the coordinates of all particles and of

the orientation of the molecule.

Formally this may be expressed as

P(-r) f(r;i1,--e) 1.19

where0 is the unit vector along the axis of the molecule and q symbolizes

the translational coordinates of all particles.
-4-

EandThe coupling between the applied field the fluid is given by

H'(t) = E(r,t).P(1-^,t) 1.20

However the value of t at -rt is also dependent on the polarizability of the

particles in the fluid.

One may therefore define a quantity
+,+
gtr;u,q such that

m
4(it;-LT,4").<E(t)>E(t.,t)

where <E> is the average, macroscopic electric field.

H'(t) f(-):;-U,4N).9(r;u,q ).<E(t)>

Integrating over r one obtains

N
H'(t) = ).<E(t)>

which is in fact just the definition of the macroscopic dipole moment.

Therefore the power dissipation is determined by the correlation function

1.21

1.22

1.23
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*

= 3<Mx(0)Mx(t)>

The size of M
x

(t) depends on u in a complicated way.

As any function of u may be expanded in the set Y (11),we
2.111

may write

1.24

M(t) =7 fxt,m(t) Yt,m(il(t)) 1.25

one obtains

41 (0)M (t)> = <fx
m
(0)Y

t,m
(ii(0)).CM

M,
. .(t)Y .(1(t))>

x x k ,

,M

,m'

But, because the system is isotropic <Mx(0)
X

Mx(t)>
X

may only depend on tri(0)At)

Therefore

1.26

7 <F1(t)P1(1-.(0).-(t))> 1.27

This expression shows quite clearly what kind of complication one encounters

in a real fluid. First of all, not just P10(0).kt)) , but all ID

k
may con-

tribute to the absorption. Secondly the translational motion in the fluid

modulates the rotational correlation functions by a function

F (t) = (47)-1 7 (-1)m fxk,m(0)f;,_m(t)
m=-k

If one wishes to obtain information about P10(0)."1.'i(t)) , as we intend to

do, two conditions have to be fulfilled, namely:

<F (t) P (1.'i(0).11(t))> -"=5 0

and

<F 1(t) P1(11(0)At))> C

The first condition is probably met if the dissolved molecule has a dipole

large enough to make sure that the induced polarization is predominantly

caused by this dipole (8). The second condition will hold only if fluc-

tuations of F (t)
1

about its mean square value are small.It is expected to

16
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break down if the density fluctuations in the fluid give rise to large, rapic

fluctuations of the electric field at the site of the molecule.

Light scattering experiments on pure fluids seem to indicate however that

such fluctuations are, actually relatively small (9).

In the following it will therefore be assumed that the correlation functions

obtained from experiment are indeed proportional to

To give a practical example of the validity of this approximation, for the

system HC1-Ar the most important polarization that is not simply proportional

to <U(U).U(t)>, is the dipole moment induced by the quadruple moment of HC1.

Using the expression by Poll and Van Kranendonk (10) for the integrated

quadrupolar absorption intensity

aQ

CO

41-r2(aQ)2 f128/x8 + 6ma2/(Ix91 g(x)dx.nAr.nHui
m c a 7 0

1.30

and the usual expression for the integrated dipolar absorption of a linear

molecule

2rp2

aD "HCI
3mcI

one obtains the following expression for the ratio

CO

aQ/aD

67r1 tan/p)2 f[28/0 + 6Ma2/(1x6)1 g(x)dx.n
ArD 7

ma
0

1.31

1.32

Here I is the moment of inertia of HC1, m is the HC1-Ar reduced mass,a is the

HC1-Ar Lennard-Jones diameter,a is the Ar polarizability, Q and p are the HC1-

quadrupole and dipole moment, g(x).g(r/o) is the HC1-Ar pair distribution

function and nAr is the Ar number-density.

For T = 162.5 K, at low densities, this ratio is given by:

aVaD = 2.96 10-24 n
Ar

= 0 0624 n /nliq
Ar Ar 1.33

liq
nArwhere n

Ar
is the number density of the argon gas, and is the number

density of liquid Ar at T = 87 K (in cm
-3

).

At high densities this expression is no longer correct because it was assumed

that g(x) could be written as g(x) = exp (- u(x)/kT).

17
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Increasing the density will increase the value of g(x) at short distances

(x-1) and therefore the integral will be larger. However interference between

induced dipole moments on different argon atoms will also become important

at high densities, and this interference will tend to decrease the mean-

square induced dipole moment.

Correcting for both effects is in principle possible, but for a rough

estimate of a /o [33]
Q D'

is probably good enough. At the highest density used in

the experiments to be described o /o
Q D

may be estimated to be -3.8%, implying

that quadrupole induced absorption is of minor importance in this case.

Moreover this absorption may be expected to be a broad, structureless function

of frequency.

18



chapter II

collission models

ILL the classical trajectory description

The molecular dipole correlation function 4 ':(0).11'.(t)> is defined as:

Tr(4.Ut(t)-liU(t))
Pijljjkljtkl(t)ulmUmi(t)

II.1

In a collision description it is assumed that the time evolution of the mole-

cule under consideration may be approximated by a free evolution between

collisions and an instantaneous change during collisions. For this approxim-

ation (the impact approximation (11, 12)) to be valid, the average time be-

tween successive collisions has to be much larger than the duration of a collis-

ion. The effect of a collision is given by an S-matrix that transforms the

set of wave-functions before the collision to the set of wave-functions after

the collision.

Consider the case that one collision of duration t
c
occurs at t1 in the inter-

val (0,t), with t 4:t, then the time evolution operator U(t) may be approxim-

ated (for t
1 c

and t-t :>t )
1 c

e-iH tlthU(t) S(1) e-iHo(t-t10 11.2

inserting this expression in UL(t)ptinUmi(t) of Eqn.l. one obtains

(ut(t)0(t))ki (eiHo(t-t1)/W st(1) eiHotl/M pe-iHoyff e-iHo(t-t10

.eiEk(t-t1)/-11 st eiEltith e-iEmti th
Sarin) e-iEi(t-tl°kl` 'lm

.eiwki(t-tl) St(1(1)Smi(1) eiw1mt1 p
1m

11.3

In the following, we will assume that all translational motions may be described

by classical mechanics. All operators act on the rotational states of the

probe molecule.
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Defining

Nki,1m(1) qi(1)Smi(1)

and

iL
o
= (i/h)F1

o
1

Eqn.3 may be written as

[eiLo.(t-tON(1) eiL-t11*'ki,lm Plm

A general n-collision contribution to 4(0).(t)> contains terms such as

LeiLo(t-tn)
'Y(n) ell7o(tn-tn-1)1J (n-1) ... 1J(1) eiLotlIkiom vim

11.4

11.5

y(n) depends on the parameters that define the n-th collision, the impact

parameter b, and the initial relative velocity of the collision partners,v.

The collision times (t1, t2, tn) are distributed in time according to

some distribution function,

Pn(t1,t2,...,tn;t)

We may now write down the general expression for4(0).(t)> in the collision

model description

<p(0).p(t)> 4 f. .f P (tI t2,...,tn;bi,b2,...,bn;v1,..,vn;t).

11.6

.Tr(ppe
iL (t-t )

0 nV(b
n
,v

ni
1J(bi,v1) elLot1 p) dti..

.

..dtn dbl..dbn dv1..dvn

Next we makethe assumption that the parameters characterizing different

collisions are uncorrelated i.e.

Pn(t1,..,tn;b1,..,bn;VI,..,Vn;t)=Pn(ti,..,tn;t)P(b1)..P(bn)P(V1)..P(Vn) 11.7
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Even in dilute gases this assumption is an approximation, as there always

is a correlation between the relativevelocities in successive collisions.

This correlation gives rise to a correlation between successive 1J matrices

and between the duration of the successive intervals between collisions.

Such a correlation would make the problem very complicated indeed.

There are, toour knowledge, as yet no estimates of the importance of this

effect for line broadening.

Next we will assume that the distribution of collision times factorizes into

a product of terms that depend only on the time between successive collis-

ions:

Pn(t1,..,tn;t)=P'(t1)13(t2-t1)..P(tn-tri-1)1"(t-tn) 11.8

this assumption is consistent with the previous one.

We will now assume that the collision times are randomly distributed; this

assumption is not essential We make this assumption here to obtain

the usual expression for the dipole correlation function that may also be

derived in a different way (13). In the section on classical rotational dif-

fusion models, we will drop this restriction on the timedistribution of collisions.

The factorization of the distribution over relative velocities and impact

parameters makes that all y(n) may be averaged independently. The average

over all collision times reduces to an n-fold convolution.

The fact that collisions are randomly distributed in time implies that

P(ti-ti-1) = A exp(-A(ti-ti-1)) =collision frequency) 11.9

Such an n-fold convolution is easily solved by Laplace-transforming.

The average value of 11(n) is given by

max

<> ivrelP(vrel)
270(b,vre1) db dvre1/"re1'o0

0 0

where

b
max

= 2Trb db 7132
0 max

0

and b
max

is chosen such that

II .10
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'9("vrel)ki,lm 61(16im I

(for b .-1)max )

i.e. collisions with b > b
max

do not affect the rotational motion of the

molecule.

The number ofcollisions per unit time impinging on a circular disk with

radius b
max

is

X = p<v >wb2 = <v
>rel max P rel c/0

where p is the number density of perturber molecules.

Laplace transforming enn.6 yields

0

-st
e <1.1(0).1.1(t)> dt a

Tr( 7
-1 n (s+x-1L0)-1

n=0

Summing the geometric series, one obtains

= Tr(pAI-A(S+A-iL0)-1<N>1-1(s+A-iL)-1p)

= Tr(pids-iLo+X(I-<v>]-10

we may rewrite A(I-ell>) in the following way:

1 vrel P(vrel)

b

payrer(up- 27bv(b,vre1)db dvre,)

0 "rel> 0

(max

=p<V
re

> I vrelP(vrel ) J
(I-y(b,v

rel
))2.5b db dv

rel rel )

0 0

As it was assumed that 'u(b,v )

rel
= I for b>b

max '

this expression may be written as:

OD
OD

v
p<vrel>1 rel

P(V 1

rel'

0

)12mb(I-l(b,vrelfldb dvre_1/<vrel>

0

. .

p<vrel>bree(vrel ) 27bu(b,v
if 'vrel)

db dv /<v
rel rel

0 0
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11.12

11.13

11.14

11.15

II . 16

4(0).(s)>

= p)

A"-">)

max

00

=

.1(0)0(1)

=

=

=



thus defining the a-matrix.

It should be noted that the choice of b
max

is immaterial, provided that it is

sufficiently large to garantee that '9(b,vrel )zI
max

for b>b . The fact that b
max

does not appear in Eqn.16 is a consequence of the fact that collisions

were assumed to be randomly distributed in time; if collisions are correlated

in time b
max

will still appear in the final expression for4
'Finally,u(0).p(t) may be obtained by inverse Laplace-transforming:

= Tr(pp e( iLo-p<vrel'<c2)t II . 17

This expression may also be derived starting from the Liouville equation

(13). For our purpose, the derivation given above is better suited , occause

in Section 11.4 we will develop classical rotational diffusion models along

similar lines.

Equation 17 is a starting point for calculations of rotational line broaden-

ing in dilute gases.

Knowing the molecule-perturber intermolecular potential, one may obtain

<a> and therefore the rotational correlation function.

The power spectrum of the dipole moment is given by

NG(w) Tr

-1
Re Tr(pp(iw-il +p<v

re
1><G>)

-1
1-1)

II . 18

At low densities only the diagonal elements of the <a>matrix contribute (11)

and the expression above can be written as a sum of contributions due to

different lines:

-1 ,-1
G(w) = 71- Re 7

Piiuij(i(w-wji) P"rel'<a>ji,ji) II . 19

where the fact has been used that (under the same conditions ) , to this order

in the perturber density,the density matrix is diagonal in the unperturbed

molecular eigenstates (13).

Therefore, at low densities, the dipole moment power spectrum is a sum of

Lorentzians with width p<V
rel

and shift p<V >IM<a>..
rel

.jl,jl 31,31
From low density rotational line shapemeasurementsone may therefore obtain

information about the diagonal elements of the sigma matrix. Information

about the off-diagonal elements, although contained in the spectrum at

higher densities is in practice hard to extract.

We are therefore confronted with the following problem; from low density

23
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data we have some,but not all,matrix elements needed to describe the rotat-

ional spectrum at high densities. Yet the shape of the spectrum at high

densities may depend strongly on the value of these unknown quantities.

We will therefore use simple, classical models for the rotational relaxation

in which well defined assumptions about the value of the off-diagonal elem-

ents of the sigma-matrix are made. Comparing the experimentally determined

density dependence of the spectrum with the prediction of these classical

models allows us to discriminate between various relaxation mechanisms.

11.2. line space and the semi classical method

It is instructive to look more closely at the time-dependence of the dipole

moment operator of a molecule that collides at time t, in the interval (o,t).

, -(t t
.9(1)The effect of the operator ke o 1

) eiL o t ) may be given a rather

intuitive interpretation. Suppose we consider the effect of this operator

on a given element of the operator e.g. on li>pij<ji. One may construct

a vector space (Liouville space) of which the products li>,j1 form the basis

(14). In this space the operator element ri>p1j<31 is the component of a

vector denoted by Pijlij"

The Liouville operator and the N matrix are operators acting on vectors

in this space.

In particular lij: is an eigenvector of iLo:

lij» = 1. lij>>ij0

therefore

(eIL o
(t-t1)yeiLot1 )ij» Pij =

eil_0(t-t1).yeiwijt1 13>> Pij

11.20

11.21

The dipole operator performs a free, periodic motion with frequency wijuntil

the collision at tl. At time projects lij, onto Ikl>> which is also an
Vkl,ij

eigenvector of iL .

Therefore the frequency of the free motion after the collision will in general

be different from wij.

The semi-classical approach exploits the analogy of the effect of a collision

on the time dependence of a vector in Liouville space to the way the state

of motion of a classical rotating dipole is changed by a collision.
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If a dipole, rotating with angular velocity wo, collides with a perturber

the angular velocity after the collision will in general be different from w .

Moreover the angular momentum, J , may change direction and finally the

phase of dipole may have been shifted.
-4-

Let us assume that initially p is aloilg the x-axis and J along the z-axis.

Then before the collision px= pCOSw t
o

and py= psinw t , or equivalently

+
(t) = (2)

x
(t) ip (t) ) = (2) p e± iwo

t
II .22

If the angular momentum of the molecule is rotated over an angle y during the

collision, then the matrix transforming p+ before the collision into p+after

the collision, after averaging over y, is given by

(1 + <cos(y)') (1 <COS(y)>)

11.23

(1 <COS(y)>) (1 <cos(y)>)

Where the fact has been used that <Siny> =0 .

The effect of a phase shift cp is just to multiply p+ by e
14

and p_ by e
(

The average value of (1) and COSy depend, of course, both on wo and wl .

Finally the whole matrix should be multiplied by the probability that the

collision changes the size of woto wi; this probability is denoted by K(wo,w1).

The matrix elements then describe in what way a typical collision couples

a free rotation with initial angular velocity coo to a final free rotation

with angular velocity col and -wi .

The correspondence with the quantum mechanical <1J> matrix is now easily

inferred.

w and w = -w =
kk

w
1

, the matrix
ij ji o kI

1

`'9>kl,ij °J>kl,ji

0J>
lk,ij

Op
lkji

corresponds to iK(wo,w1)

<1+cosy>e4 <1-cosy>e 1
ce

-4
<1-cosy>e -4

<1+cosy>e

11.24

In particular, at low densities only elements of the type <'9>ij,ij contribute

to line broadening and shift.

In the semiclassical approximation these elements are given by
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K(w ,w )e i<l+cosy>H e4<1+cosy>
0 0 -Wel.

11.25

Thus there exists a simple classical interpretation of line widths and

shifts in terms of the probability that the angular velocity changes from

wo to al , the average cosine of the angle between Jo and J1 and the

average phase-shift of the dipole moment.

The semi-classical method sketched above has been developed (15) and applied

(16) by Gordon; it provides the link between the width and shift of spectral

lines of quantized rotors and the classical picture we will use in the follow-

ing.

11.3. extended rotational diffusion models

In this section we will develop classical models for the dipole correl-

at_on function of a linear rotor. These models are generalizations of

Gordon's m- end J-diffusion models (17). The results that will be presented

in this section and the following, are more generally applicable than the

original m- and J-diffusion models for the following reasons. Firstly, we

will give closed expressions for the relevant correlation functions, for

arbitrary distributions of the times between successive collisions.

Secondly, we will allow for a possible persistence of angular momentum, even

in inelastic collisions. Finally, we will develop a general rotational

diffusion model in which the probability of an inelastic collision may be

anywhere between 0 and 1.

Moreover, this probability may depend on the angular momentum of the

perturbed rotor. Of course, m- and J-diffusion are limiting cases of this

more general model.

First, we will briefly discuss what is meant by m- and J-diffusion.

Suppose that before a collision a molecule has a rotation frequency a
o

and an angular momentum J. The probability of finding a molecule with a

rotational frequency around w is given by P(w )dw ; for a classical linear
o o o

rotor:

P(w.) = (I 1.00/kT) exp(-I0J/2kT) 11.26

During the collision,J0 may change in both size and direction, as discussed

above; it will be assumed that there is no phase shift, although this
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assumption may be easily removed.

The probability that the rotational frequency changes from woto wi,K(wo,w1)

and the average value of COSy(wo,w1)
1

determine the average effect of a

collision.

In the m-diffusion limit it is assumed that the size of Jdoes not change

during a collision; therefore K(wo,w1) = gwo-wi) .

The rotational energy J/21 is clearly unaffected by such collisions. In

general no assumptions about <COSy(wo,w1)> are made.

In the J-diffusion model K(w w )
' 1

has the form K(w
0, 1

).P(w
1

) ; in that
o

case, irrespective of the initial rotational energy, after a collision the

distribution over final rotational energies is just the equilibrium distrib-

ution.

In Gordon's J-diffusion model, <COSy(wo,w1)> is taken to be zero.

The m- and J-diffusion models clearly describe two types of limiting

behaviour; in the m -diffusion case rotational energy never relaxes, in

the J-diffusion model however, complete thermalization of the rotational

energy occurs on the average in one collision time.

Furthermore, Gordon assumes that collisions are randomly distributed in

time, and therefore the distribution of times between two successive

collisions is given by a Poission distribution. The latter assumption,

although quite good (18) at low densities, need not necessarily hold at

liquid densities.

We willnow derive expressions for a number of correlation functions, using

extended m- and J-diffusion models.

No special assumption about the distribution of times between collisions

(P(t)), will be made.

The effect of a collision may be to reorientate the angular momentum of

the molecule and to change its magnitude.It will be assumed that the effects

of successive collisions are uncorrelated. All correlation functions that

depend on the rotational motion of the molecule are now determined by

two distribution functions, i.e. the distribution of times between

collisions and the conditional transition probability density

K(J ,J,) i.e. the probability density that a molecule with initial angular
o

momentum J
o

will have an angular momentum J after the collision.

Although the precise form ofK(J ,J )depends on the intermolecular poten-

tial, it must obey a number of conditions that are a consequence of the

principle of detailed balance. If detailed balance is to be obeyed the

following relation must hold:
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P(J) K00''') P(J1) K(j1,jo)

whereP(J)is the equilibrium distribution over angular momenta. AsP(J)does
4

only depends on the magnitude of Jit follows that

K(J-00T1) P(lXII)

K(J*1,Y0) P(1J-01)

4 4
thereforoK(J J )has

0, 1
to be of the form:

K(1J01,1J11).f(Cosy(J00.11)) , where y is the angle between Jo

and We thus obtain
1

P(1,101) K(1Y01,1511) K(1,111,1,101)

and

f(COSy(Y0,Y1)) = f(COSy(Sioi))

II .27

11.28

11.29

We will henceforth express K as a function of the rotational frequency w :

K( , 011 ) K(wo ,w1)

As K is a conditional probability density, it has to obey

J.K(wo ,w1) dwl = 1

combined with the detailed balance condition Eqn.27, this implies:

fP(wo) K(wo,w1) dwo = P(w1)

This very important condition implies that collisions do not perturb

the rotational equilibrium distribution.

Similarly

cosy( Y ))
1 Y

d = 1
o

28
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= P(1Y11)
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If the collision distribution is given by P(t), the average time between

collisions, T, may be written as

-i- = i t P(t) dt

0

If collisions are not randomly distributed, care should be taken not to

confuse the average time between collisions with the average time between

a randomly chosen instant and the next collision.

The distribution of times between a randomly chosen instant and the next

collision, P'(t) is given by

t

P'(t) = (1- irP(t) dt)/T

0

The probability that, after a given collision, no collision will occur

in the interval t is given by

t

P"(t)= 1- irP(t) dt

0

11.33

II .34

II .35

Finally the probability that no collision at all will occur in a randomly

chosen interval t is:

Q(t) = ( fdtl(tl-t)P(t1))/T

t

Correlation functions may now be calculated by first writing down the

general n-collision contribution, next performing all averages and finally

summing all n-collision contributions.

Whether closed expressions for the sum may be obtained, depends on the form

of K(wo,w1)
0' 1

and f(cosy(J ,J,i ))
0

The time evolution of the molecule for a given n-collision sequence may be

represented in the following way

11.36

K(J.0,-J-1) 101,Y2)

0 t
1

t
2

K(S n-1, Sn) Tn

i

t t

III .37
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The probability density for this particular collision sequence is

P'(t1)P(t2-t1)P(t3-t2)...P(tn-tn_i)P"(t-tn) II .33

Averaging has to be performed over all (t1, t2, tn) and all
4. 4.

jl, J2,

Finally the whole expression should be multiplied by P(J) and integrated

over J .

o

In refs. (19 and 20) it is shown how, using a matrix description, the correl-

ation function of unit vectors in a cartesian frame fixed to the rotating
4. .4.

molecule may be obtained by making a particular choice for the form of K(J0,J1)

The extended m-diffusion model is obtained with the choice K(wo,w1) = d(wo-wi)

and no particular restriction on f(COSy(J0,J1)).With K(wo,w1) = P(w1) ,

the extented J-diffusion model results; in ref. (20) it was assumed that

in this case f(COS),(10,-S1)) is such that <COS.( 0011))>E a independent of

J
o

Herewe will present a more general derivation, using a spherical basis.

This approach has the advantage that it may be readily applied to calculate

correlation function like <P261(0).(t))> that appear in the description

of depolarized light scattering (5, 21). Nextwe will show how, maintaining

the requirement of detailed balance, closed expression may be obtained

in situations that are in between m- en J-diffusion.

Choosing the z-axis in the molecular framealongthe direction of the angular

momentum, the transformation of an irreductible tensor or rank 2. under free
ft,

rotation of the molecular frame in time t is given by D kw
o
t,0,0) where D is

the Wigner rotation matrix (22),w0 is the rotation frequency. In a molecule-

fixed coordinate system, the effect of a collision is to rotate the molecular

frame around the y-axis, over an angle y.

The combined effect of rotation and reorientation is therefore,

-1

D
t
(14 t,0,0)Dk(0,y,O)Dk (w t,0,0)D

st,

(w t,0,0)=Dk(w t,0,0)D

In general, after n collisions,the transformation matrix is given by

D (w t
1 ,
0,0)D

t
(0,y

1'
0)D

t
(w

1
(t

2
-t

1
),0,0)...D

t
(0,y

n'
C)Dk(wn(t-tn),0,0)

In the m-diffusion case w
0
= wi = = wn

-4. -4-

and averaging over f(cosy(3 0,J0)) gives
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Multiplying by P'(t1)P(t2-t1) P(tn-tn_OP"(t-tn)

integrating over t1,t2,...,tn and finally Laplace-transforming yields:

0t(wo,P,S)e(w0)02.(wo,P;S)e(w0)...e(w0)0Nwo,P";S) 11.41

where

CO

Dk(w ,f;s)
o

E ire-stf(t)pk(w
o
t,0,0) dt 11.42

0

Now the sum over all n collision processes may be performed, and the result

may finally be averaged over all w .

o
The Laplace-transform of the average

transformation matrix m (L) is then written as

t

(wo,Q;S)+0M (S)=J(dwoP(wo)ip (wo)D (w ,P;s)i-1

0

.e(w0)02.(wo,P";S)}

For k=1, this expression is equivalent to the result obtained in Ref. (19).

In particular

11.43

D m1m,m'
,(w ,f;s) = 6

m,m
f(s+imw )

and

1+<COS y(w)> 0 1-<cos y(w0)>

0 2<cos y(w)> 0

1-<cos y(w0)> 0 1+<cos y(w0)>

With the definition of the contraction of spherical tensors,

o

= 7 (-1)q Pk Qkq _q

11.44

11.45

11.46
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one may derive from the above expression the Laplace-transform of the
4 ,,,

correlation function of the unit vector along the molecular x-axis,U
x
(U).

4
which is proportional to <p(U).110.)> and of the unit vector along

4 4 ,

the molecular z-axis <0
z
(0).0

z
(t)> which is proportional to

For the sake of completeness, the explicit expressions are reproduced

here ( denoting COSy(wo) by a(w)
o

) :

fe-st
e <Ux(0).ux(t)>dt = fdw P(w )

s

0 0
s2+w2

(1-5(w ))w2(1-P(S+iw
o
))(1-P(S-iwo))

o o

(S2+w2)2T(1-(1+a(w
o
))(P(s+iw

o
)+P(s-iw

o
))+a(w

o
)P(s+iw

o
)P(S-iw

o
))

2

and

1 (1-a(w0))(1-P(s))
fe-st <3-(0).).(t)>dt = fdw P(w_)I2w2

0 0

11.47

11.48

For further details, see Ref. (19).

If J-diffusion is assumed, all successive rotation frequencies are independ-

ent, and averaging can be performed before summing all n-collision processes.

Defining

= P(w )Dt(u) t
o o '0'0) f(t) e-st dt dw

0 0

one obtains, assuming Ri to be independent of

M (5) = <Dt(Q;s)> + <09'(31;s)>[I-e<D1(P;s)>]-1 e<e(P";s)>

The special case 1=1 , yields the results of Ref.20 .

The m- and J-diffusion models described limiting, and hence not very

realistic cases of the rotational diffusion processes.

They are however able to reproduce a number of properties of the real

rotational diffusion process.
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Both yield the correct second moment of the dipole power-spectrum and,

as the collision frequency is increased, the P- and R- brancches of the

power spectrum collapse to form a rather sharp Q-branch.

On the other hand, the rather restrictive assumptions on the effect of

a collision do sometimes lead to strange results. For instance the

dipole moment power spectrum in the classical m-diffusion model has

a logarithmic divergence at w=0,therefore the area under the dipole

correlation function, which is often taken as a measure for the angular

correlation time To , does not exist in this case.

To see how this divergence comes about, we will consider the simple case

that collisions are randomly distributed; in that case (with A E 1/r ) :

CO

I 1 0

s+(l-a(w0))A
<ti(0).Y(s)> =)(P(w ) dw

0 s4(1-0,(co ))As632
0 o o

for a classical linear rotor,

P(w) = (Iwo/kT)exp(-Iw20/2k1)

therefore if w
o

,

P(u) zIwo/kT ;

the contribution to <11(0).11(5)> from all

is

(s+(1-a(w0))A
<u(0).u(s)>L. = I/kT dw

s2+(1-a(w0))As+w 2 0

0

wo< c « FkT/ I

where the subscript L indicates that only low rotational frequencies

contribute to this part of the correlation function.

Assuming cOwd wconstant over the interval 0<oC , the integration may be

performed.

<u(0).u(s)>L = I/kT (s(1-04(0))),Wn(s2+(1-a(0))Xs+c2)-in(s2+( i-0(0))xs)]

II .51

II . 52

= I/kT (s+(1-a(0))Win(s+c2/(s+(1-a(0))A)) in sl 11.53

The first term, connected with the, more or less arbitrary, upper limit

w
o

= C, is well behaved as 5=-iw+r4 0+.The second term does however diverge

logarithmically as wo .+ 0+.

It should be stressed that this behaviour is a consequence of the fact that

a continuous distribution of rotation frequencies was assumed; if only discrete

frequencies are allowed, the divergence disappears.
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It is interesting to see what the rotational spectrum at low densities looks

like in the m- and J-diffusion limits.As has been mentioned above, at

low densities only the diagonal elements of the a-matrix contribute to

line-broadening; using the semi-classical correspondence (and negelcting

for simplicity any phase shift) one obtains

<a> = 1 - K(w ,w )i(1+ COSy(wa))
a,a a a

where w is
a

the rotational frequency of line a.

In the m-diffusion limit one therefore has

<a> = 32-(1-<COSy(w )>)
a,a a

In the J-diffusion limit

<a> = 1 -iP(w )(14-<cosy>)
a,a

11.54

11.55

II .56

where P wa is the weight of line a.

In the classical limit, the distribution over rotation frequencies becomes

continuous and therefore the probability of finding the molecule with

exactly a given frequency tends to zero; in that case <o>00=1,i.e. the rotational

spectrum in the J-diffusion limit consists of a sum of lines of equal

width. If only a few lines are populated, a finite fraction of the molecules

will have rotational frequency wa; through P(w) , this may give rise

to a frequency dependence of the line widths ,In particular the least

populated lines will be broadest and the line with w-V2kT/I will be narrowest.

However, as commonly P(w 5)0, this dependence is slight. In the zero temper-

ature limit, when only the lowest line is populated, J-diffusion reduces

to m-diffusion.

The frequency dependence of the line width in the m-diffusion case may,

in constrast, be quite pronounced. To get an idea why this is so, one could

make the intuitively simple assumption that the mean-square angular momentum

transferred to the rotor during a collision is approximately

independent of the frequency of the rotor. In that case (1-<COSy(w )>
a

=

<AJ242J , giving rise to a w
-2

dependence of the linewidths.

Calculations on the full 0-matrix for the HC1-Ar system (24) show that

1-<COSy(w )> , obtained through use of the relation between the a-matrix

and the semi-classical model does indeed decrease rapidly with increasing
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-2wa , though not as fast as w

One might be tempted to deduce from the remarks above that strong J-depend-

ence of experimentally observed linewidths indicates m-diffusion like

behaviour while slight J-dependence would suggest J-diffusion.
.

This would however be an oversimplification because, in fact there may be a

pronounced dependence oflqw ,E0 )on wa, and this would give rise to ana Cl

w-dependence of line-widths that cannot be accounted for by either model.

It therefore makes sense to extend the models in such a way that the

dependence on waofK(w ,w )(the probability that a collision is elastic)a a
may be introduced.

11.4. between ni_ and j_diffusion

Because K(w ,w ) is the probability that a collision is elastic, we will de-
o o

note it henceforth by
01(wo (which agrees with the notation that is commonly

used (17) ). In the present section, we intend to develop generalized rotational

diffusion models that are more flexible than the m- and J-diffusion models,in

that they allow Pel to vary between 0 and 1. First of all, we are now faced

with the problem of constructing a conditional transition probability K(w ,wi)

that does obey detailed balance for a given set P (w )

el 0
(i.e. for given

K(wo,w0) ).

In general there may be many such kernels; we will however study the simple

case that K(wo,w1) may be written as

K(wo,w1) PelkaNwa-w1) f(wo)g(w1)

The condition of detailed balance then uniquely fixes f and g and one

obtains

II .57

(1-P
el

(w
o
))(1-P

el
(6)

1
)

K(w w ) Pel 0 o 1(w)6(w-w) + PB(w1)

a molecule

11.58
o, 1 (1-<P

el
>)

where P
B
(w) is the probability density of finding with rotational

frequency w and

7

<Pel> J 'elm PB(w) dw
0

11.59
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Using this kernel we will now proceed to find a generalised rotational

diffusion model. Apart from the line shift, this model

will be able to reproduce all diagonal elements of the sigma matrix exactly

and is therefore perfectly suited to predict the density dependence of a

rotational spectrum, once the low density data are known.

To indicate how a closed expression for most relevant correlation functions

may be obtained we will somewhat extend the diagrammatic analysis used

above.

In a typical n-collision process we will distinguish elastic and

inelastic collisions as mutualy exclusive alternatives.

1
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where it should be noted that any given n-collision sequence traces one path

in the branched tree.

Summing over all n-collision processes now becomes quite complicated.

Using the notation

P (w)
el

= c(w)

Dt(w,Q;s) = Q (w)

Dt(w,P;s)= PtI(w)

Ot(w,P",$)= Pt"(w)

.t
(w,P;s) = P (w)

DI?"(0,Y(1000-00),0) = e(wo)

1

RtDt(0,y(w
o'
w
1
),0) =

11.6?

where it has been implicitly assumed that edoes not depend on either w
o

or w this condition may however be relaxed.

The Laplace-transform of the average reorientation matrix of an irreductible

tensor of rank k, may be written as:

1<mt(s)> = <Qt(w0)> + <Pt (w0)[(I-c(wo)Rt(w0)Pi(w0)) 1c(wo)Rt(w0)Pt,i(w0)+

(1-c(w-))
+ (I-c(wo)R

2,

(wiP
2, -1
(w )) k(1-c(w1))12t1(I-c(wl)Pt(w1)0(w1))-1P"(w1)+

° ° (1-<c> )

+ (1-c(w1))Rt'Pt(w1)(I-c(w1)Rt(w1)P"
i

(w,))1 (1-c(w1))

(1-<c> )

...111...>>> =
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= 41w0)> + <P1 t (wo)(I-c(wo)R
2.

(wo)P
It

(6) 0))
-1
c(wo)R

k
(wo)P

tft
(w0)> +

+ <9, l(wo)(I-c(wo)e(w0p 1
9.0))-1 (1-c(w0

I)

))

(1-<c> )

.[<(1-c(w1))R t, (I-c(w1)Pt(w1)Rt(w1)) 1Pt.I(w1)> +

+ <(1-c(wi))R
R.

Pt (w1)(I-c(wORt(wl)Pk(w1))-1 (1-c(w1)) >[...etc.. 11 =

(1-<c> )

. <Qt((00)> + <P9i(w0)(I-c(w0 )R2.(w0 )P2.(w0))-1c(w0 )Rt(w0 )Pt"(w0)> +

+ A[B + CIB + c[B+ _Ill

where

(1-c(W0 ))

A
' (1-<C> )

1

<(1-c(w))Rt
1

B E (I-C(w)P2.(wde(w 0) ) 1PkI(to0)>

and

2 2 '1 (1c(430))
C E <(1-C(w0))R

it.

P
t
(w0)(I-c(coo)R (wo)P (w0))

(1-<C> )

and <..> denotes fP
13

(w) .. dw

0

now let us define F by:

F = B CIB C[B ...]]

then clearly:

B + CF = F ,consequently:

_

F = (I-C) 18

38
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11.65
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<Mi(s)> = 4)> + <Pt,(6,0)(1-c(wo)Ri(wo)Pi(w0))-1c(w0)111,(wo)PL,(wo)> +

Pk f
1°) )(I-c(

NO,

0 .woin (.00)13-0.00))-1
(1-c(W0))

(1-<c> ) .

0(1-c(w))1
))

>I-1.[I-<(1-c(w0))12kTi(w0)(I-c(wde(w_)nw
(1-<c-> )

.<(1-c(w0))0"(I-c(wo)Pi(wo)e(w0))-1P"(w0)>

11.67

One immediately notes that with c(w0)=1 and c(w0)=0, the m- and J-diffusion

limits result.

This generalised rotational diffusion model is probably as far as one can

get with simple collision models.

In many cases (though not in all; see Refs. 19 and 20) one may consider the

collisions as being uncorrelated; the collision distribution is then simply

a Poisson distribution and many of the correlation functions mentioned above

reduce to more orlesssimple forms.

From knowledge of the parameters that determine the diagonal elements of

the a-matrix one way then deduce the density dependence of a number of

correlation functions that are experimentally accessible
÷

In particular 4(0).(t)>, <J(0).J(t)>, <P20(0).ii(t))>

and <c(0)6(0>-<c(0)>2 ; i.e. the correlation functions that determine

respectively far-infrared dipolar absorption, N.M.R. relaxation due to spin-

rotation coupling, depolarized light-scattering and nuclear quadrupole

relaxation and finally sound absorption.

11.5. discussion

In practical situations, like for instance in far infrared dipolar absorption,

not the parameters such as Pel(w) and <cosy>are known, but just the diagonal

elements of the a-matrix themselves.

Under those conditions the advantage of the generalized rotational diffusion
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model is that it allows us to obtain more detailed information about these

parameters by comparing experimental spectra and model calculations at

various densities.

Although the diagonal elements of the sigma matrix only depend on the product

P
el

(w )(11-<COSY(wo )>)/2 the shape of the spectrum at high densities(high collision

frequencies) will be very sensitive to the separate values of P (u) )

el
and

(1+<COSy(wo)>)/2 .

The most important aspect of collision models remains the fact that they

provide a simple language to discuss rotational relaxation at arbritrary

densities.

As discussed in Ref. 17, 19, 23 and 25, 26 many of the qualitative features

of the infrared absorption spectra of solutions of different molecules in

non-polar solvents may be understood in terms of the effect and distribution

of collisions.

The main problem with such an interpretation is, of course, what meaning,

if any, should be attached to a collision at densities where the duration

of a collision is no longer negligible compared with the average time

between collisions (see also (27)).

In effect, even if collisions are infinitely short there may arise problems

at high densities. In a molecular dynamic study on the rotational relax-

ation of rough spheres Berne and O'Dell(28) noted that the average time between

collisions in the fluid did differ considerably from the time between

collisions in a J-diffusion model calculation that fitted best the numerical

rotational relaxation data.

In particular at high densities the J-diffusion "collision frequency" was

considerably lower than the real collision frequency. This example shows

how collective effects may show up in the density dependence of collision

model parameters.

Although such effects do, by no means, make collision model useless as

a concise language, it is often hard to interpret the density dependence

of the parameters in a collision model in terms of the dynamical processes

that are responsable for the rotational relaxation of a dipole in a real

fluid.

A final remark should be made about collision models for translational

diffusion. Although all expressions given in this chapter apply to rotation-

al relaxation, a perfectly similar description of translational motion may

be derived.
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If collisions are uncorrelated this description yields an exponential

velocity ACF, as in the Enskog theory.

Deviation from exponential behaviour of the velocity ACF, in particular

the large negative deviation at high densities (29), can only be accounted

for in the collision model by assuming pronounced deviation from Poisson

behaviour in the collision distribution. Molecular dynamics calculations

on the distribution of times between collisions in a hard sphere fluid

do not show any large deviation from Poission behaviour, not even in the

solid.

It therefore seems that the appearance of correlation in time of successive

collisions in the model is in fact a reflection of the breakdown of the

molecular chaos assumption.

Quite generally, comparison of experimental data on some relaxation

phenomenon at various densities with collision model calculations enables

one to assess qualitative changes, if any, in the relaxation mechanism.

As to the possible cause of such changes,a collision model offers no clue.
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chapter III

experimental

III.1. introduction

This chapter describes an experimental study of the rotational motion of

a linear probe molecule in a noble gas solvent. Such an experiment provides

information about the interaction between the atoms of the host fluid and

the probe molecule. In particular, we will be interested in the effect of

the molecular motions in the fluid on the rotational motion of the probe.

A suitable technique to study the rotational motion of a dipolar probe

molecule, is far infrared absorption spectroscopy. In general, far

infrared absorption measurements yield information about the total dipole

moment correlation function of the system. However, when measuring the

absorption of very dilute solutions of dipolar probe molecules in non-

polar solvents, one obtains information about the rotational relaxation

of isolated probe molecules.

The far infrared absorption measurements that will be discussed in this

chapter were done on very dilute solutions of HC1 molecules in dense

argon. There are several reasons why HC1 is a suitable candidate to

serve as a probe. First of all, the system HC1-Ar has been studied exten-

sively in the past, both experimentally (31-43) and theoretically (44-49).

In fact, apart from the H2-Ar system (which has no pure dipolar absorption

and hence could not be studied in the far infrared) no other diatom-argon

interaction has been studied in such detail. Secondly, the HC1-Ar system

is known to exhibit, even at liquid densities, residual rotational structure

in its far infrared absorption spectrum (35, 38). This implies that we

may expect to be able to measure more or less isolated rotational lines

up to quite high argon densities. At the temperature used in the experi-

ments (T=162.55 K), only the HC1 rotational transitions J)-J+1, with J

ranging from 0 to 9, were sufficiently intense to give rise to appreciable

absorption. These rotational transitions cover a frequency range from

20 to 200 cm-1.

This means that the frequency of the HC1 rotation studied in the far

infrared experiments, is typically of the same order of magnitude as the

4 2



characteristic frequencies of the Ar translational motion. It is therefore

plausible that the HC1 rotational relaxation will be sensitive to the

time dependence of translational motions in the solvent. Consequently

there is some reason to assume that we will be able to detect possible

qualitative changes in the translational motions of the solvent with

increasing density, by looking at the HC1 rotational relaxation.

111.2. experimental procedure

The HC1-Ar far infrared absorption spectra were measured with a Michelson

interferometer (Beckmann-R.I.I.C., type FS-720). The theory of far infrared

fourier spectroscopy is described in ref. 82. To cover the frequency

range from 15 to 250 cm
-1

, measurements were done with two different

beam splitters. For the "high frequency" region (100-250 cm-1) a 12.5

pm mylar beamsplitter was used. The HC1 rotational transitions with

initial J=4 to 10 fall within this frequency range. In order to determine

the shape of these rotational lines with sufficient accuracy, a resolution

of .3 cm
-1

was needed.

For measurements of the lower frequency part of the spectrum, a 50 pm mylar

beamsplitter was used. As the HC1 rotational transitions in this frequency

range (initial J=0 to3) were rather broad in our experiments, a resolution

of 1.2 cm
-1 was sufficient. The interferograms were fourier transformed

without apodization.

The far infrared radiation was detected with a Ge-bolometer (Texas Instruments),

operating at 4.2 K. In the detector two crystalline quartz filters and a

black polyethylene sheet (all at 4.2 K) served to eliminate radiation

at frequencies higher than the folding frequency; in our experiments

a sampling interval of 16pm was used, consequently (82) the folding

frequency was 312.5 cm
-1

. The radiation from the low pressure mercury arc

source was chopped at 12.5 Hz and the bolometer output voltage was fed

into a PAR-HR8 phase sensitive amplifier. To minimize the effect of spikes,

the leads from the bolometer to the pre-amplifier (type "C") were quite

short (-15cm) and shielded. The motion of the interferometer mirror was

controlled by a variable, continuous drive. The sampling frequency was

chosen as high as was compatible with the amplifier Q-factor and time

constant. The typical sampling rate was one point per .6 s. The time

constant used with this sampling rate was .1 s (at 12 dB/oct.) and the
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Q-factor was always maintained at its minimum (Q=5). The advantage of this

high sampling speed was that noise due to source fluctuations (which

typically have a time scale of a few minutes) was restricted to the very

low frequency side of the spectrum (below 10 cm
-1

). The points thus

sampled were written on a 9-track, 800-bpi magnetic tape. Further data

handling was done on a Cyber 73/28 computer. For every temperature,

pressure and HC1 concentration of the HC1-Ar mixture 20 interferograms

with the12.5pmbeamsplitter and 80 interferograms with the 50pm beamsplit-

ter were recorded. Approximately this many interferograms could be sampled

within one bolometer filling (17 h), with a sampling interval of 161im and
-1

cma resolution of .3 cm
-1

( V >100
-1

cm cm
-1

) or 1.2 ( v <100 ).

Many runs consisted of a series of interferograms sampled in 2 or 3 helium

fillings. Although operating the bolometer at somewhat lower temperatures

resulted in a better signal to noise ratio, the time during which the

bolometer was effectively operational on one helium filling, was some

40% lower. As the bolometer had no liquid nitrogen cooling, it was essential

to keep it continuously at 4.2 K, in order to minimize the amount of helium

needed for cooling the bolometer.

When pumping the helium, it was hardly feasible to keep the bolometer in

continuous operation for much longer than a few days. To avoid this complic-

ation the bolometer was operated at 4.2 K.

The HC1-Ar mixture was held in a 15 cm path length, stainless steel variable

temperature cell (Fig. 1).

Pure silicon windows, 10 mm thickness with a 10 wedge, were used.

The temperature of the gas mixture was measured with a calibrated 25 Q

platinum resistor, which was mounted close to the cell. The temperature

was controlled within .01 K. by pumping liquid nitrogen through a lead

tube that could exchange heat with the air around the cell. The liquid

nitrogen flow was regulated by a platinum sensor which monitored the

temperature of the air around the cell. The liquid nitrogen flow

was switched on whenever the temperature of this platinum sensor rose

above a preset value. To eliminate temperature fluctuations in the gas

mixture, the high pressure cell was placed inside a heavy aluminum

cylinder, which acted as a thermal buffer. This aluminum cylinder was

enclosed in an aluminum box which was insulated on the outside with

polyurethane foam. The air inside the box was circulated continuously

to enhance the heat exchange of the aluminum cylinder with the lead

tube through which the liquid nitrogen flowed. The pressure in the cell
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frequency (cm-1)
Fig.2. : Far infrared absorption spectrum of HC1 dissolved in Ar, at

T= 162.55 K and pAr= 100 amagat. The absorbance is plotted in arbit-

rary units.

frequency (cm-1)
Fig.3. : Far infrared absorption spectrum of HC1 dissolved in Ar. at

T=162.55 K and pAr= 200 amagat. The absorbance is plotted in arbitrary units.
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was not controlled independently. Once a given pressure had been selected

(to within .1 atm) it remained constant at that value for several days.

The argon (Matheson Gas Co., "prepurified", purity 99.998%) was dried

by leading it through an ethanol CO2 constant temperature bath (T=195 K).

Purification of the HC1 gas (Matheson Gas Co., "technical", purity

99%) proved unnecessary. Measurements were performed at T=162.55 K

(which is some 12 K above the critical temperature of argon) and Ar

densities of 100,200,300,400 and 480 amagat. For each of these densities,

a series of measurements was performed at three different HC1 concentrat-

ions. As the HC1 concentration was always quite low (lower than 1/1000)

the absorbance of the mixture was linear in the HC1 concentration.

Low density data on the first six rotational lines of HC1 in Ar were

taken from the work of Van Aalst (41). At an argon density of 39 am,

we performed additional measurements of the HC1 rotational transitions

with initial J=6 to 9.

111.3. results

Figures 2 through 6, show the far infrared absorption spectrum of HC1

in argon, at argon densities from 100 to 480 am and T=162.55 K. At 100 am,

the first rotational line (v
o
=20.88 cm-1) was too broad to be distinguished

At higher densities the second and, to some extent the third line can succes-

sively be no longer identified. All other lines are however distinguishable

up to 480 am, and the lines with initial J= 6 to 9 are even relatively

well isolated. To summarize the experimental information contained in

these spectra in a suitable way, we tried to decompose each spectrum in

individual lines of the van Vleck-Weisskopf type. This way of presenting

the data has the advantage that a direct comparision with low density line

broadening data can be made. It should howeverbe stressed that there

is no compelling a priori reason why, at higher densities this lineform

should be preferred over others. Nor should the fact that, using this line

form, all spectra could be fitted within experimental accuracy, be consider-

ed a convincing proof that this line form is indeed more realistic than others.

It just means that we have been able to translate the experimental information

satisfactorily into a set of well defined parameters. The assumption of the

Van Vleck-Weisskopf lineform implies the following expression for the far infra-

red absorbance:
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f re q uen cy (cm-1 )

Fig.4. : Far infrared absorption spectrum of HC1 dissolved in Ar, at

T=162.55 K and pAr= 300 amagat. The absorbance is plotted in arbit-

rary units.

f requency (crn-1)

Fig.5. Far infrared absorption spectrum of HC1 dissolved in Ar, at

T=162.55 K and pAr= 400 amagat. The absorbance is plotted in arbit-

rary units.
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frequency (cm-1)
Fig.6. : Far infrared absorption spectrum of HC1 dissolved in Ar, at

T=162.55 K and pAr= 480 amagat. The absorbance is plotted in arbit-

rary units.

rj ri
a(v) = kv tanh(8hcv/2)7 pi

j=0 '1(v-v.-A.)2+Fq (vv.+A.)24-rd
J J J J J J

wherep.isthestatisticalweightofthej-thlineandv.its unperturbed

central frequency. Aj is the pressure induced shift of the central frequency

constant ofof the j-th line and Fj, its half-width at half-height; k is a

proportionality. Aj is defined such that a shift to higher frequencies is posit-

ire.Foragasoffreerotors,the pj .may be expressed in terms of the boltzmann

factors that determine the population of the energy levels with angular momentum

j and j+1:

Pj = (j+1)exp(- 020+1)2 )cosh(020+1))/E
21 21

13112(j+1)2)COSe2(j+1))(j+1)exp(E = 7
j=0 21 21

Ingeneral,thisexpressionforthe Pj .will no longer be valid at higher densit-

ies, because the angular momentum of a rotor is no longer a good quantum number.

Wewillassumehoweverthateqn.lamaybeusedtocalculatethe Pj .at higher
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densities. The parameters rjand Aj were determined in the following way.

The intensity of the radiation transmitted through a cell filled with pure Ar

is denoted by IAr(v) and the intensity transmitted through the solution,
, + +

by IHC1-Ar(v) . The parametrized absorbance (eqn.1) is denoted by a(v;Fj,Aj).

The values of Fj, Aj (and k) were determined by minimizing the function F:

F a
(IHC1-Ar(V)- kliAr(V )eXP(-a(V;14.,j)))2dv 111.2

The minimization was done numerically, using the IMSL-library routine ZXPOWL.

The advantage of performing a least squares fit directly on the raw experiment-
+ +

al data, instead of the more conventional fitting of u(v;F 0A.) to the measured

absorbance ,is that the measured absorbance depends non-linearly on the noise in

the experimental data. The latter procedure might therefore give rise to system-

atic errors in the F.,if r. is determined through minimization of the mean square

difference between a(v;F.,A.) and a (v),In our fitting procedure,the half-
J J exp

width and central frequency of each rotational line were varied independently.

Where necessary, a correction to compensate for the isotope splitting of the

rotational transitions of H
35
C1 and H

37
CI was applied. The isotope splitting

of the H
35
Cl-H

37
Cl rotational lines is given by:

'

Av.
so

(j+j+1) =(0.032(j+1) 0.0000060(j+1)3) cm
-1 111.3

for a j + j+1 rotational transition. For almost all lines, the effect of the

isotope splitting on the linewidth was negligible. The correction to the line

shifts was equal to approximately 25% of the isotope splitting; for the highest

rotational transition studied, this correction amounted to .08 cm (J= 9 +10).

For all lower J transitions, the correction was even less. The effect of the

finite aperture of the interferometer on the linewidths and shifts can be

estimated to be negligible for all transitions. For most lines, 2 to 3 independ-

ent series of measurements could be used to determine rjand Aj. The spread in

rj and Ajwas estimated from the scatter in the values thus determined. For those

lines where only one reliable measurement was available, no estimate of the spread

in rj and Ajwas made. In cases where the estimated spread in the width (shift)

for a given line is much lower than for neighbouring lines, this low value should

be considered incidental. Fig.7 shows the linewidths of the first ten rotational

lines of HC1 in Ar, as a function of the Ar density. The values, together with

the estimated spreads, are tabulated in Table I. In fig. 8, the shifts of the
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HC1 rotational lines, as a function of the Ar density, are displayed.

The corresponding numbers are given in Table II.

100 200

p(am)
300 400 500

Fig.7. : Halfwidth at half height of the first ten rotational far infrared

transitions of HC1 in Ar, as a function of the argon density. The dif-

ferent rotational transitions are labeled by the initial j of the trans-

itions. The experimental points have been joined by straight lines, to

avoid confusion between points that correspond to different transitions.

Low density data were taken from the work of van Aalst(41).
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Measured linewidths r. of HC1 rotational transitions (cm-1;
3

,34-J+1 p=39 am p=100 am p=200 am p=300 am p=400 am p=480 am

0+1 9.15+1.22

1+2 5.89+ .18 12.31+ .66 16.4 20.0 + .6 20.1 +1.8

2+3 3.57+ .19 7.26+ .49 9.3 10.0 12.2

3+4 3.41+ .11 6.42 9.2 + .5 10.8 + .2 12.5 + .6

4+5 2.66+ .1 5.3 7.51+ .24 9.74+ .8 12.0 +1.8

5+6 2.09+ .22 4.07+ .27 5.67+ .37 7.13+ .17 8.01+ .24

6+7 .61 1.65+ .16 2.67+ .22 3.91+ .24 4.65+ .37 5.58+ .3

7+8 .52 1.21+ .19 1.92+ .13 2.46+ .36 2.86+ .57 3.23+ .16

84-9 .32 .87+ .06 1.38+ .29 1.54+ .32 1.72+ .24 1.88+ .17

9+10 .33 .57 .67 .62 .91 .85

_
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One striking feature of the linewidths in fig.7 is that they depend non-

linearly on the Ar density. To make this behaviour better visible, fig.9

shows the ratio of the linewidth to density, as a function of density

If the relation between halfwidth and density were a linear one, the points

for every rotational transition would lie on a horizontal line. This is

clearly not the case and, moreover, the behaviour of high- and low-frequen-

cv lines is markedly different. The low-frequency lines (v<100 cm
-1

)

depend linearly or even faster than linearly on the density, whereas all lines

with v >100 cm
-1

have a density dependence that is distinctly slower than

linear. The density dependence of the lineshifts seems to be non linear for

low frequency lines, but almost linear for all high frequency lines. It is

interesting to note that the slope of the shift versus density is negative

for all lines with initial J >4. For all but the lowest rotational line, the

density dependence of the shifts had not been determined previously (31,39,41).

The values of the slope of the lineshifts versus density, extrapolated to zero

density are presented in Table III.

In this table, not the slope itself but the lineshift cross section as, is tabul-

ated.a
s

is defined by

os(j) = 21-rcA
j
/n
Ar

<v
rel

> 111.4

where A. is the shift (in cm
-1

) of the central frequency of the rotational trans-
.

ition J±J+1 (defined such that a shift to higher frequencies is positive),nAr is

the number density of the argon gas, and "rel> is the average relative velocity

of HC1 and Ar, <v
rel

> =V8kT/70 ,where 0 is the HC1-Ar reduced mass. The cross sec-

tion for line broadening is defined by

a
w
(j) = 271-cr

j
/n

Ar
<v

rel
> III . 5

In Table I4i, the extrapolated cross sections for line broadening of the rotat-

ional transitions with initial J=6 to 9 are also given. These cross sections

had not been determined previously.
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table 2

Measurecilineshiftstl.of HC1 rotational transitions (cm
-1

)

3

J+J+1 p=39 am p=100 am p=200 am p=300 am p=400 am p=480 am

0+1 3.75 +1.25

1+2 .4 + .1 .55 + .15 2.4 2.3 +2.3 4.4 +1.

2+3 45 + .25 1.45 + .5 1.95 2.45 3.1

3+4 -.11 + .04 -.37 -1.1 + .35 -1.6 + .05 -2.3 + .2

4+5 -.20 + .02 -.70 -1.1 + .03 -1.4 + .2 -2.0 + .25

5+6 -.25 + .15 -.49 + .15 -.62 + .1 -.56 + .1 -1.4 + .1

6+7 -.09 -.22 + .13 -.49 + .03 -.58 + .05 -.82 + .15 -.90 + .03

7+8 -.05 -.22 + .04 -.40 + .03 -.50 + .03 -.71 + .12 -.73 + .03

8+9 -.06 -.19 + .04 -.36 + .07 -.48 + .07 -.58 + .13 -.73 + .2

9+10 -.05 -.1 -.31 -.54 -.77 -.81

Fig.8. : Shift of the central frequency of the rotational far infrared trans-

itions of HC1 dissolved in Ar, as a function of the argon density. The shifts

of the lines with initial j=2 through 9, have been displayed. It should be

noted that the shift of the 2+3 transition is positive, whereas all other

shifts that are displayed are negative.
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table 3

line-broadening (aw) and lineshift(as)

->J+1

0+1

1+2

2+3

3+4

4+5

5+6

6+7

7+8

8+9

9+10

115.4 ± 4.3 (t)

72.5 ±12.1 (t)

54.4 ± 4.4 (t)

44.7 ± 4.6 (t)

37.9 ± 4.6 (t)

33.5 ± 4.6 (t)

29.8 ± 4.5

23.1 ± 4.3

17.1 ± 1.8

11.6 ± 4.3

25.4 ± 2.3 ( )

9.56± 1.5

8.57± 4.2

0.16± .65

2.97± .66

-3.13±1.14

4.29± .56

3.46± .36

-3.13± .65

2.14± .22

The values marked by (t) were interpolated from

the smoothed data of Ref. 4/1 .
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III.4.discussion

If one aims at obtaining information about qualitative changes in the transition-

al motions of the solvent with increasing density from these rotational relax-

ation data, it is essential to assess first of all, to what extent the experiment-

al data presented in this chapter differ qualitatively from the corresponding

low density data. In their extensive paper on the computation of the rotational

relaxation of HC1 by Ar at low densities, Neilsen and Gordon (46) make a few

remarks about the possible extrapolation of the results of their calculations

to high densities. Of special interest to us is their conclusion that, as long

the impact approximation holds, the HC1-Ar rotational spectrum is determined

almost exclusively by the diagonal part of the a-matrix for rotational line-

broadening, for argon densities below 1500 amagat = 784 am ). This implies
iiq

that, up to the highest densities that are experimentally accessible, the impact

spectrum is a sum of Lorentzians that have widths and shifts that are express-

ible in terms of the diagonal elements of the a-matrix. Consequently, any

deviation from this behaviour cannot be accounted for within the impact

approximation. The fact that linewidths and shifts depend non-linearly on

the density is, as such, no indication that the impact approximation fails.

It would indeed be an obvious hypothesis to assume that the density-dependent

rotational relaxation rate is proportional to the collision frequency rather

than to the density. Such an effect has been observed in NMR relaxation measure-

ments on H2 (50). The density dependence of the longitudinal relaxation time

(T )
1 observed in these experiments could be accounted for quite accurately,

using an Enskog expression for the collision frequency in the dense gas.

Fig. 10 shows a comparison between the experimentally determined halfwidth of

the HC1 rotational transition J=6 ->-7 versus argon density and the density

dependence that would result if (a) the halfwidth were linear in the density

up to the highest density used in the experiments, and (b) if the halfwidth

would be proportional to the Enskog collision frequency (corresponding to a

hard-sphere radius of 3.41 g). The density dependence of the experimental

points cannot be accounted for by either relation. The Enskog collision fre-

quency that was used in fig.10 has been obtained by computing the collision

frequency in a hard sphere gas at the same number densities. There are other

ways to compute the Enskog collision frequency for a "soft-sphere" fluid,

for instance from the thermal pressure (51). Even if it were possible to

account for the density dependence of a given linewidth, with one particular

definition of the "collision-frequency", the fact remains that no single coll-
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100 200

p(am )
300 400 500

Fig.10. : Experimental halfwidth of the rotational transition j=6-)-7 of

HC1 in Ar, as a function of the argon density (dots). In the same figure

are displayed:(a) the hypothetical relation between halfwidth and density

that would result if the halfwidth were a linear function of the argon

density ( ) ,and (b) if the halfwidth were proportional to the col-

lision frequency in the fluid. For the collision frequency, we took the

collision frequency of a hard sphere fluid at the same densities as used

in the far infrared experiments ( -).
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ision frequency can ever describe the density-dependence of high- and low-

frequency rotational lines at the same time. What is worse ,it is not even

possible to account for the width and shift of one line, using one single

collision frequency. Two alternative approaches present themselves: either

one attributes to each rotational line two collision frequencies (one for

the width and one for the shift) thus obtaining 20 different collision fre-

quencies as a function of density or one uses a picture that does not make

use of the impact approximation. As there is no obvious advantage in express-

ing the experimental data first in terms of collision frequencies and trying,

thereupon, to relate these collision frequencies to the molecular motions

in the fluid, we will elaborate the second approach, which does not make use

of collision frequencies as an intermediate concept.

A remark should be made about the possible relevance of HC1-Ar Van der Waals

molecules for the interpretation of the observed line-broadening. HC1-Ar

dimers in cold molecular beams have been studied extensively by Klemperer

et.al. (37) using electric resonance spectroscopy.

Very recently, the first far-infrared absorption spectra that exhibit features

due to HC1-Ar dimers, superimposed on the HC1 rotational spectrum have been

measured at low argon densities (I am) (42). However, as the argon density

is increased, the lifetime of the complex becomes too short to give rise to

distinct spectral features. At high densities it is unrealistic to consider

the Ar-HC1 dimer as an isolated entity. In fact, measurements of the average

coordination number of argon at different densities (52) show that, at a

density of 300 am an argon atom is, on the average, surrounded by 4 others.

Assuming that a similar number of argon atoms will surround an HC1 probe at

the same density, it seems meaningless to consider one of the four arbitrarily

as being part of a dimer and the other three as perturbers.
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chapter IV

local anisotropy and
rotational relaxation

IV.1. introduction

In this chapter a description of rotational relaxation will be developed that

does not make use of the collision concept. Rather it aims to connect rotational

relaxation with the power spectrum of the perturbation acting on the dissolved

molecule.

Making a number of assumptions, it is possible to obtain a linear relation

between the width of rotational lines and the power spectrum of that part

of the perturbation that has the right symmetry to couple with the rotational

motion.

As the perturbation acting on a molecule is determined by the local density

around that molecule, the description that will be developed below is essential-

ly a method to connect the shape of a rotational spectrum with the local density

fluctuations around a probe molecule.

IV.2. anisotropic interactions and
density fluctuations

The interaction energy between a linear molecule and a perturbing atom may

quite generally be written as

V(i) 7 v (r) P (I: .f )

P 2,4 r P

where yr) gives the r-dependence of that part of the molecule-perturber

potential that transforms as the t-th Legendre polynomial. 1r is the unit

vector in the direction of the line joining the centers of mass of the molecule

and the perturber, and 1 is the unit vector along the molecular axis.
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Making the crucial assumption that the time-dependence
of all translational coordinates is independent of the

rotational coordinate of the probe, the time-dependence of
V(i) may be obtained, once the equations of motion that
govern the translational

coordinates have been solved.

Computing the time-dependence of V(1 ) is of course greatly

facilitated if the translational motions may be treated
classically. By inserting the, now explicitly time-dependent perturbation

in the Schrddinger equation of the rotor, one may calculate the time-evolu-

tion operator for the dipole molecule, and hence, for an isolated collision,

the S-matrix. As indicated in chapter II, the S-matrix completely determines
the effect of a given collision on the rotational motion of the molecule.

We will not restrict ourselves to the case of a molecule perturbed by a single
atom, but rather look directly at the more general case in which the molecule
feels the influence of more than one perturber at a time. At this point we will
make the assumption that the intermolecular potential is pairwise additive.
Under this restriction, the total perturbation may be written as

N

V(1 ) = 7 7 v (r.)(4n/22,1-1) 7 Y
rnt p

( f )' IV.2

where r, denotes the coordinates of perturber-i, with respect to the center of
mass of the perturbed molecule. Writing the number density at distance r from

the probe as p(r) = (5(r-ri) ,the above equation may be written as:
i=l

k

V(f ) = (47/2k+1) Y (1 )

p
p( ) (r)Y:m(l.r) IV.3

As we assumed the translational motions to be independent of the state of the

rotor,p(r)is explicitly time-dependent, and the perturbation acting on the
probe molecule has the following form:

V(11J;t) = I(47/22,1-1)72) akm(t)Yul(cp)
1=0 111=-1

with aull(t) a JdF p(i:)v1(r)Y:m(fr)
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The strength of the perturbation is determined by the local density fluctuations

around the probe; in particular, the symmetry and range of the intermolecular

potential determines the symmetry and range of the density fluctuations that

couple to the rotational motion (53) .

IV. 3. approx imate time corm! at ion func t ion s

In the interaction picture, the time evolution operator obeys the equation

of motion (53):

a
U (t) VI(t)U1(t)

at

A solution may be obtained by iterated integration:

t t'
UI(t) = 1-i/nivI(tI)dt' -1/t2 1//(t')VI(t")dt' dt" +

0 0 0

IV.5

IV.6

Following this prescription one may obtain the time evolution operator, once

the explicit time-dependence of p(*) is known.

The dipole-moment correlation function

= Tr(p1.(0).17(t)) IV.7

t 4
may now be calculated by inserting p(t) = U (t)p U(t) and performing the averaging

over the translational coordinates.

There is however a problem connected with the fact that the perturbation acting

on the probe is explicitly time-dependent. Such a perturbation does not main-

tain thermal equilibrium but rather tends to heat up the rotational degrees

of freedom. We will neglect the effect of this heating-up on the density matrix

of the molecule in assuming that, even if the perturbation is acting on the molec-

ule, the density matrix is still equal to the density matrix of the free rotor.

For cases in which the perturbation contains a very large, almost static part,

Robert and Galatry(54) suggested a different approach in which the density

matrix is diagonalized in a new basis. More recent work by Hoang (55) does

however seem to indicate that in the case of HC1 dissolved in noble gas

solvents the non-diagonality of the density-matrix is of little importance.
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Using this assumption, the dipole correlation function may be written in the

following way:

pi(<110.1t(t)0(t)li>)av.

t t'
.pi(<ildj><j11+i/niVi(C)dt' -1/112f VI(t")VI(t')dt' dt"Ik> .

0 0 0
IV.8

t t'
.<kleiHot/hp e-iHot/h19,><2,11-i/tfVI(C)dt'

-1/42 jf VI(V)VI(t")dt'dt"
11>)av.

0 0 0

where summation over repeated indices is implied.

We will only retain those elements of the time-evolution operator that are diagon-

al in the energy (Ej=Ek and Ei=E1 ) . For a linear rotor this implies that we

neglect all elements of U(t) that connect states of different j. In general, off-

diagonal elements of the time-evolution operator may give non-negligible contrib-

utions to the dipolar absorption spectrum. In the case of HC1-Ar however, there

is a reason to expect that the neglect of the off-diagonal elements will be of

minor importance. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Neilsen and Gordon (46)

conclude from their impact calculations on rotational line-broadening of HC1

by argon, that off-diagonal elements of the 0-matrix have little influence on

the spectralshape for Ar densities below 1500 am. As the off-diagonal elements

of the a-matrix contain the off-diagonal terms of the time-evolution operator,

this implies that, within the impact approximation, off-diagonal elements of

U(t) may be neglected for all densities that are experimentally accessible. Al-

though we do not work within the impact approximation, and therefore may expect

to get a somewhat different estimate of the relative importance of off-dia-

gonal elements of U(t), there is little reason to expect dramatically different

results. However, in the recent work by Hoang (55), it is argued that off-dia-

gonal elements of U(t) are important for the dipole correlation function of HC1

in Ar, at least at liquid densities. It is not clear to what extent this

conclusion depends on the fact that Hoang used an HC1-Ar interaction potential

that is quite different from the one used by Neilsen and Gordon. We will return

to this point in chapter VI.

Neglecting the off-diagonal elements of U(t), we obtain
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(2j+1)-1pi exp(iwj,it) .

IV.9

t t'
.(<jmipli'm'<j'rell+ittflti(r)dt' -1/-h2f VI(t")VI(t')dt'dt"+..IjIm">

0 0 0

t t'
im" p '><jm11.-i/fIlVi(V)dt'-1/n2 Vi(t' )Vi(t")dt'dt"+ Ijm')av.

0 0 0

where

-SE.,
= e

. /p. e J

Making use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem (56), the m-dependence of the matrix

elements of 'pmay be worked out:

(2j+1)-1pj(-1)(1(-1)i m( j
-m

1 j

j' j ).
q

IV. 10

.<j'Haj>exp(iwi,jt)(i'm'Illti(t)IPm"><jm"'IUI(t)ijm>1
'ay.

The average <Pm'Iel(t)lj'mu><jm"'llyt)ljm> may be expanded:

(6m. d ,m+i/-h 5 fl,

M 1119f(<jim'IVI(t',m M )1i'M">)dV.dt'
0

t t' IV.11

6m, f f
0 0 0

t t'
dt'dt"+.<jrn"'IVI(t" dt'dt" -1/-h2 am, f (<jm"'11/i(t')Vi(t"

.

0 0
t t'

-1/152 6mulolf f (Pm'

0 0

V (t")V I(t ' )tJ m " >)av. dt'dt"+...)
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As the fluid around the probe is on the average isotropic, all terms in the

above expression that are linear in V(t) vanish. Up to second order in V, we

are therefore left with terms that involve correlation functions of the per-

turbing potential. To be more precise, as V(t)=9,1171(4q29.+1)atm(t)Ytm(1p)

the :..elevant correlation functions are the correlation functions of a (t)
tril

.

Due to the isotropy of the fluid, all <a9.m(0)dih(t)> vanish, unless and

m=m' , whereas

<a9.m(0) ak_m(t)> = d e'<p(F;0)p(i-'';t)>vt(r)vt(r')Y:m(fr)Y(Yr,) =

= (-1)m .(.( di..1<p(i%0)p("f1;t)>v9.(r)v9.(r1)Y:m(1 r)Ytm(Tr,) =

IV.12

t
x-

= (-1)m(29.+1)
-1

.0 dr* dri<p(r;0)p(r';*vi(r)vt(r ')Y i(rm. )Ykm,(Yri) =
m'=-t

= (-1)m(47)-1.(dr dr '<p(F;0)p(F' ;t)>vt(r)vt(r' )Pit(Yr.Yr, )

Apart from a factor (-1)m, <azill(0)at_m(t)> is determined by an integral

which is independent of m. We now define a function g(t) by

g(t) Effd6:1<p(;0)p(1;t)>vt(r)v9.(r')Pj(fr.i.r,) IV.13

The entire m-dependence in Eqn.10 may now be removed (see Appendix I) In this

Appendix it is shown that the following expression for the correlation function

results :

<17(0).-}1W> .<jHaP>2exp(iw.,A) (29.+1)-1.

t=0

t t'

f gt(t"-t.1)1(2j+1)( i)2+(2P+1)(j'2' j')2 2( 11x-tt

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0

(i j)(j
0 0

2 i)r x Idt'clt,"
0 0 0 0 j
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t t'
9,

f f gz(t"-t'),I.(24+1) exp(iw. .(t"-t')) dt'dt" +

0 0 Jf*j 0 0 0 JfJ

t t'

f gi(e-t'),I.,(24+1) exp(iw. (t"-t')) dt'dt" + ... )

0 0 Jf#J 0 0 0 J Jf

In fact, Eqn. 14 is the expression for the correlation function of an arbitrary

molecular property that transforms as an irreducible tensor of rank X. The dipole

correlation function is obtained for X=1. We now assume that the expression

above represents the first few terms of a series expansion of a correlation

function of the following form:

<1-(0).1-(t)>=P.<AIIIP>2exp(it) exp(-1/K2 I(2t+1)-1.
JIJ

t=0

t t'

gt(t"-t')1(2j+1)(i +(2j'+1)
0 0

-2(-1)x t(2j+1)(2P+1).
0 0 0 00 0

"Pk, Pyi jp'j
jcIt'dt"+

\O 0 0 AO 0 Oilj i't
t t'

+f f gt(t"-t') exkiw. .(t"-t')) dt'dt" +

0 0 Jeil 0 0 0 JfJ

t t'
i
.,f

1-1..1 .g(t"-t') I. (2j,1) exp(iw.,. (t"-t')) I
)

0 0 J f*J" 0 0 0 3 Jf

In shorthand notation:

pj<Rap>2exkiwi.jt) exp(-Yilj(t))

IV.15

IV.15'
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The last line defines the damping function (t). The introduction of this ex-

pression for the correlation function may seem rather ad hoc. However, as will

be shown below, this form for the correlation function may be obtained in a

straightforward way as the lowest order approximation to the cumulant expansion

of Eqn.10 .

IVA.corresponding cumulant expansion

Consider the Liouville equation for an operator acting on the states of the probe

molecule ;

0(t) = iL 0(t)
IV .16

If the hamiltonian consists of a free-rotor part Ho plus a time-dependent part

V(t), then the Liouville operator may be written as

L = Lo + LV (t)

IV.17

where L =
-1

1H ,

o
] and L (t) =

-1
IV(t), 1

The equation of motion for an operator in the Liouville "interaction picture"

then becomes

e-iLot
-iL

-iLt
=
e-iLot iL teoiL (t)

at

itv(t) 0(t)

IV.18

The bar over an operator or superoperator indicates that the interaction picture

is used. Formal integration of this equation yields;

0(t) = T exp(fiLv(t')dt') 0(0)

0

( I denotes time-ordering of the exponential).
4
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We are interested in averages of the type:

<Jm10(0)1,J.m..J.m.10(t)Ijm,
m,m'

where the outer brackets denote averaging over the translational coordinates.

Applying

<Pm'10(t)Ijm> = <jImuleiLot T:1(t)Ijm>

= e j j <PW10(t)Ijm>

we may rewrite this average as follows:

< <Jm10(0)Ipm.>expo tH.m.IT(t)Ijm,
J Jm,m'

Inserting the formal solution for 0(t) in eqn. 201 yields :

exp(iwj,,t)<:E <jm10(0)1P111'><PWIT exp(ii(i.v(t')dt') 0(0)1jm»
m,m'

0

Multiplying and dividing Eqn. 21 by ik<j11110(0)1PW><P111'10(0)0M>

it may be cast in the following form

(T exp(i fEv(t' )dt' ))av.exp(i" 't) <jm10(0)Ipm'><pm'10(0)(jm>
J J m,m,

IV.20

IV.20'

IV.21

IV.22

where the averaging in the round brackets now is such that the average of the

unit operator obeys

Way. 1
IV.23

To averages of this type, we may apply the rules for cumulant averaging of

ordered operator products (58), i.e.

(T exp(i)(1.v(V)dt'))
ay.

=exp(K(t)) IV.21

0
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where K(t) is given by:

t t
1

t
n-1

K(t) = fdt1 f dt2... dtn<Lv(t1)-1.v(t2)...Lv(tn)>c
n=1

0 0 0

The subscript c stands for cumulant averaging.

Because <V(t)> = 0 , it follows that

IV.25

<Lv(t)>C = <Ev(t)> = 0 IV.26

We now make the explicit assumption that all cumulants with n>2 are zero, or, what
amounts to the same, we assume that the time-dependent

perturbation is a Gaussian
process. With this assumption

t t

(T exp(i fLv(t')dt'))av. = exp(-f f <Ev(t' )Lv(t")>cdt'dt" ) IV.27

0 0

As <-1. (t)> = 0 , the second cumulant average

the normal average <L
v
(t- ')L

v
(- t")> .

Expanding the exponential, we obtain

t t'

(T exp(i = I 1- f <Ev(t' )Ev(t")>cdt'dt" + ]

0 0 0

is equal to

IV.28

In Eqn.14 we had obtained the first two terms of this expansion.

The "damping function"yn(t) is therefore equal to the second cumulant average

t t'

Yi,j(t) = f <Lv(tig (t")>cdtldt"
V IV.29

0 0

Summarizing, Eqn. 15 may be expected to be valid as long as higher-order cumulants

may be neglected or, equivalently, as long as the perturbation is a Gaussian pro-

cess. The validity of this assumption is hard to assess. To investigate the sta-

tistical properties of the perturbing potential in more detail , a molecular

dynamics experiment seems best suited. Although we will present molecular

dynamics calculations on the perturbing potential in the next chapter, we

did not test in these calculations whether the perturbation behaved as a

Gaussian process. The question therefore remains open.
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W. 5. limiting time behaviour

For times long compared with the decay time of all gt(t),yip) may be approxim-

ated by

t-2t 1(22+1) 1+(2,p+1)(ilt j')2+
k=0

0
0 0 0 0 0 0

-2(-1)x(2j+1)(2j1+1)(j't il)(i ")iihi xi]
0 0 0 0 0 0 j

dT +

+irgt(T) X.(2j4.+1)(j 4)expOw. .fldT +

0
0 0 0 JfJ

CO

(2j,+1)

2

T expOw. T) dr1 E F.,.
J

t

0
f
i" 0 0 0 J Jf

IV.30

Consequently, the dipole correlation function reduces to a sum of exponentials

as t 4- :

= Pj<jpaj'>20X0[(iw3. li-rjij)t1 IV. 31

If the decay time of all g (t) is much smaller than r
-1 ,Eqn.31 is a good approx-

imation for the dipole correlation function for all t.

In general, this condition will be met in the limit of weak anisotropic perturb-

ations, because r +0 as the size of anisotropic potential fluctuations goes to

zero. In that case, the dipole moment power spectrum consists of a sum of

Lorentzians with width Rer., and shift Im r, .

JJ JJ
The f may be expressed in terms of the Laplace transforms of the gst (t):

JJ

jot
r.,.= (2t+1) 11G (0)1(2j+1)

+(2P+1)(000J J
t=0 0 0 0

j'yj t j)jj'j
-2(-1) (2j+1)(2jl+1)

0 0 0 A0000/1j j't

IV.32
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P.

T G (w. .,)(2j +1)(j'jl. 4\21
jf*j t JJ.1 ' 0 0 0 jejl jfj 0 0 0 ) I

with

G fe-lwt
dt

0

The width and shift of the different rotational lines are therefore linear

combinations of the Laplace transforms of the correlation functions of the

anisotropic perturbations acting on the proce molecule. In fact, it is a linear

combination of the values of all GIdat frequencies that correspond to the

level-spacings in the unperturbed rotor.

Although the sum in Eqn.32 runs over all P. from 0 to 0, , the isotropic perturb-

ation (k = 0), of course, does not contribute to rotational relaxation

Indeed, the contribution of the P. = 0 term to Eqn. 32 vanishes, as
7j 0 j

=0

0 0 0
for j 4= j' and

j 0 j'vj j\jj'j xj
(2j+1)( + (2j'+1) -2(-1)x(2j+1)(2j1+1) =0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO 0 0)Ij j'12,

IV.33

It should be noticed that the line-broadening may be written as the sum of

a term that contains the w= 0 components of the perturbation, i.e.

P. j 2 jut j1

)

2Re r.,.(w=0) = (2R+1)
-1

G (0)1(2j+1)(3 -) +(2P+1)(J J
t=0 0 0 0 0 0 0

j'k
P.

Xli
0 0 0 0 0 0 j

Plus a term that contains only non-zero frequency components:

C2,Re r.,.(w0) = -2
-h Re (2Z+1)-1.

J J
k=0

k 2
fil,Q 4)21

0) I

w.. )(2j +1)
f

+ G (w. .,)(2j,+1)
.3Jf jf*j' k jfjjf*j

P.

0 0 0 \O 0
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The shift is exclusively determined by finite-frequency components:

Im ri = t-2Im:E(2t+1)-1.
k=0

k Pk jf)2i
Gz(w.. )(24+1) G.(w. ,,)(2j,+1)

Jjf 0 0 0 jf *P if' 0 0 0

IV.36

If the rotational spacing of a molecule is large with respect to the character-

istic frequencies of the perturbing potential (H2 in argon seems to be a likely

candidate), the line-broadening is determined almost exclusively by the G (0)and

the shift may be expected to be quite small. If, on the other hand, the rotation-

al spacings of the proce molecule cover the entire frequency range of the

fluctuating anisotropic potential, the finite-frequency components of the per-

turbation will certainly contribute to the rotational relaxation. Such may

be expected to be the case in the HC1-Ar system, to be discussed in some detail

in the next chapter.

One interesting consequence of the fact that the line shape derived from Eqn.15

is actually not Lorentzian is that the power spectrum of-kt)has a finite second

moment

32
M = p.<jhump>2(w?,.+(--- y.,.(t)) )/ ip.<.114101>2
2 . J at2 t=0 j',jJ,J

Denoting the second moment of the power spectrum of the free rotor by

M
2
(0) = I v<imaP>20,?.. /

J J
j,P=o

J
j,P=o

IV.37

IV.38

the second moment of the perturbed rotor power spectrum can be written in the

following way:

M
2
= M (0)

2
4 -2 /(29,1) -1

g (0)1
.

J,J =0t=0

co z

4 (2,4 +1) T

4 =0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(PR, Pyi x
.

(2J+1)(2P+1)-2(-1) / pi<illai.>2
0 0 0 AO 0 Oilj it j',j=0

IV.39
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The second moment of the perturbed rotor power spectrum is always larger than

M (0).
2

It depends linearly on the mean-square values of the perturbing potent-

ials with i>1 . If rotational lines are non-overlapping, one may even define

the second moment of an isolated line with respect to its center (the unper-

turbed rotational frequency). It is easy to see that the second moment of a

line is given by one term in the sum in Eqn. 39 with fixed j and j'.

This completes our description of rotational relaxation of linear molecules

that are subject to fluctuating, anisotropic, perturbations.

In the description outlined in this chapter, all information about the

rotational relaxation process is contained in the anisotropic potential correl-

ation functions g (t). As the time dependence of the anisotropic perturbations

is due to the time dependence of local anisotropic density fluctuations in the

surrounding fluid, one may hope to obtain information about density fluctuations

of this type from the study of the rotational relaxation of a dissolved probe

molecule.

The theoretical framework developed in this chapter enables us to analyze

the far-infrared measurements presented in the previous chapter in terms of

local density fluctuations in the argon around the HC1 probe. This will be the

subject of the next chapter.
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chapter V

molecular dynamics calculations

V.1. introduction

The formalism outlined in the previous chapter provides us with a relation

between the rotational relaxation of a probe molecule in a fluid and the local

density fluctuations around that probe. According to Eqn.15 (chapter IV), all

information about rotational relaxation is contained in the anisotropic poten-

tial correlation functions gt(t).The gpdepend on the molecular motions in the

fluid, through the density-density correlation function <p(it;0)prEt-I;t)>

(Eqn.13, chapter IV):

gt(t) E dFldr<p(17";0)p(1".1;t)>V2,(r)Vt(rI)P2,(Yr.ir,) 1.13

Using this formalism, it should in principle be possible to extract information

about molecular motions in fluids from data on the rotational relaxation of

probe molecules. More in particular, we would like to use this theoretical

framework to gain insight in the microscopic processes underlying the non-

linear density dependence of the rotational relaxation of HC1 in argon.

However, before we can start interpreting the experimental data in this way,

we will have to answer two separate questions. First we need to know whether

the density dependence of the grin argon is such that, when inserted in

Eqn. 15 (chapter IV) it does indeed predict a non-linear density-dependence

of rotational line broadening. That is, we need to know whether the theory out-

lined in chapter IV is capable of reproducing the most important aspect of the

experiments presented in chapter III. Our second question is: what factors

determine the density-dependence of the gt(t)?

In answering these questions we are confronted with the problem that no

experimental information whatsoever on the properties of the anisotropic poten-

tial correlationfunctionsexists. This implies that we will have to compute

these correlation functions first if we want to study the predicted density

dependence of rotational relaxation. As Eqn.13 shows, to calculate gt(t), one

needs to know the r-dependence of the anisotropic potential v(r) and the

density-density correlation function <p(rO)p01:1;t)> . Assuming for the
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moment that the Vrare known from other experiments, we need to compute
-4-,

at different densities. To tackle this problem, we decided

to do a molecular dynamics "experiment".

In this calculation the anisotropic potential correlation functions gl(t) and

g2(t) were computed for a hypothetical probe molecule dissolved in 255

Lennard-Jones (6-12) "argon" atoms. These calculations will be described in

some detail below. Before doing so, we wantto make a remark about possible

other ways to compute the g1(t).The disadvantage of a molecular dynamics cal-

culation is that its results apply, strictly speaking only to one particular

system. If one wishes to be able to compare the qt)in different systems, it

is obviously preferable to have a model for the qt)that has a wider applicab-

ility. In the section following the description of the molecular dynamics

calculations, we will discuss the density-density correlation function

,4-

<p(r;U)p(r ;t)>We will thereupon indicate how an approximation for may be formul-

ated, that yields closed expressions for the gk(t) (and related correlation

functions) in terms of lower-order density correlation functions. However,

for the analysis of the HC1-argon data, we will stick to the molecular dynamics

results, because in obtaining a closed expression for gk(t),use is made of an

approximation for<p(;0)p(i%t)>, whereas in the molecular-dynamics calculations

the "exact" <p(r;O)p(r1;t)> is used.

V.2. molecular dynamics calculations on 1.j. argon

The molecular dynamics calculations that are presented in this section were done

to compute the correlation functions of the anisotropic potential acting on a

hypothetical linear molecule dissolved in a classical Lennard-Jones fluid.

As we intend to use the results of thes calculation eventually to compute

the rotational relaxation of HC1 in argon, it is obvious that we want our

model fluid to resemble the HC1-argon system as closely as possible. However,

as will be explained below, it was necessary for computational reasons to assume

that the mass of probe- and solvent molecules was the same, and moreover, that

the probe-host isotropic interaction potential was identical with the host-host

potential. In the M.D. calculations, the correlation functions gl(t) and g2(t)

were computed. These correlation functions depend on the density fluctuations

in the fluid that occur within the range of the anisotropic ( 9. = 1,2) part of

the probe-host intermolecular potential.
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We assumed the r-dependence of the anisotropic part of the potential to be pro-

portional to the isotropic part. In the following chapter, which will deal

specifically with the HC1-argon system, we will discuss the validity of the

assumptions made in the molecular dynamics calculations, in more detail.

The effect of these assumptions is to simplify the molecular dynamics consider-

ably, because giltland grnow depend only on the properties of the pure "argon"

fluid. In the calculations, the argon-argon interaction was represented by a

Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential:

v(r) = 4c1(a/r)12-(o/r)61

Wherever the results are converted from the reduced units that were used in the

M.D. calculations to "argon-units", we used the following values of the argon

potential parameters (51): a=3.405 R and c/k=119.8 K . The argon mass is 39.95.

Molecular dynamics calculations were performed for a system of 256 Lennard-Jones

("argon") atoms. The L.J. potential was truncated at 2.5 a .

The temperature was chosen to be approximately 1.36 in reduced units kT/s .

This correspondes to a temperature of 162 K for argon.

Verlet's algorithm was used to solve the equations of motion. The length of a

time step was .032 in reduced units 64748E ,(-10-14s for argon) .

Runs of 5000 time steps were made at densities of .106, .319, .531 and .833 in

units pc3. This corresponds to argon densities of 100, 300, 500 and 784 Amagat,

i.e. approximately the same densities as used in some of the far infrared meas-

urements and, in addition,a typical liquid density.

To compute the correlation functions 9i(t1 and git) , a z-axis was arbitrarily

chosen; every 2 time steps the following quantity was computed

C (t) = v (r )P (coso
ij

j#1
ij 2.

for k= 1,2 and for i=1,256. Oij is the angle between rjj and the z-axis,Vt(Fii)

is the value of the L.J. potential at r
ilj

.

i

Finally the correlation function <Ct(0)Ck(t)> was computed for all i and

averaged over all i yielding

-1 "
<c (0)C (t)>

St 12

= N 1<C (0)C (t)>
2, 12.

V.1

1=1

This extra averaging greatly improves the statistics.

Although, in principle, the dynamics of a system consisting of a single HC1
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molecule in 255 argon atoms could have been solved, taking the correct values

for the HC1 mass and HC1-Ar isotropic potential parameters, the statistics for

a run of similar length would have been very poor- To get the same statistics

in that case, would require prohibitively expensive calculations.

It is easy to show that the correlation function <Ct(0)Cz(t)> thus defined

is related to gp by

<Ct(0)Ct(t)> = (21+1)-1 191(t) V.2

The correlation functions grwere computed in reduced units. To obtain grin

erg
2
it should be multiplied by 62 ( 6 is the depth of v (r)).

As the translational motions of the argon atoms depend in no way on cz(k>0)

the value of could be chosen freely after the M.D. calculation.

The computed correlation functions grand gpare shown in Figs. 1. and 2.

The corresponding Fourier transforms Gl(w) and G2(w), i.e. the quantities that

are supposed to determine rotational relaxation of the probe molecule, are

displayed in Figs. 3 and 4.

As can be seen from fig. 1 and 2, increasing the argon density has the effect

to speed up the decay of the correlation functions of the k =1 anal. =2 aniso-

tropic potentials.

At low densities the decay time is typically of the order of 5. 10 -12 where-

as at the highest density (784 Amagat), the relaxation is about an order of

magnitude faster. Another striking effect to be noted is the behaviour of Gl(W)

and G2(w)at high densities.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, a small hump at 65 cm -1 in the power spectrum Gl(w)

at a density of 100 Amagat increases rapidly with density to a strong peak, which

at 784 am is almost equal in intensity to the remnant of the peak at w=0 which

dominates the power spectrum at all lower densities.

The corresponding correlation function (fig.1) shows an evolution from slow,

monotonic decay, to a rapid oscillatory behaviour at the highest density. In

G (w)
2 there is clearly also a large increase in the higher frequency components

with density although a distinct peak does not evolve.

The very fact that the shape of gilt) and gpdepends on density is of some sign-

ificance. At low densities, the anisotropic potential acting on a probe is differ-

ent from zero only during collisions.

The correlation functions gp may then be written as a sum of terms that describe

the correlation of the anisotropic perturbation on a given collision and the

perturbation n collisions later. If one assumes that there is no correlation
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t 10-13s)

10

ON-

15

Fig.l. : Autocorrelation function of the f=1 anisotropic perturbation acting

on a hypothetical probe molecule in L.J.-"argon". The temperature corresponds

to 162 K, the densities to 100 am(1) ,300 am(2), 500 am(3) and 784 am(4) .

All correlation functions are given in reduced units and may be converted

to erg
2

through multiplication by c .(where El is the depth of the k=1

part of the anisotropic potential ).
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g2(t)

80

Fig.2. : Autocorrelation function of

the 2=2 anisotropic perturbation act-

ing on a hypothetical probe molecule

in L.J.-"argon". The temperature cor-

responds to 162 K, the densities to

100 am(1), 300 am(2), 500 am(3) and

784 am(4). All correlation functions

are given in reduced units and may be

converted to erg
2
through multipli-

cation by q (where s2 is the depth

of the E=2 part of the anisotropic

potential).
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Fig.3. : Power spectrum of the 2=1

anisotropic perturbation acting on a

hypothetical probe molecule in L.J.-

"argon" . The temperature corresponds

to 162 K, the densities to 100 am

(- - -) , 300 am (....), 500 am (-----)

and 784 am( ). Conversion from re-

duced units to erg
2
s may be effected

through multiplication by c (where T

is G(M/48E) ).
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Fig.4. : Power spectrum of the k=2 anisotropic perturbation acting on

a hypothetical probe molecule in L.J.-"argon". The temperature cor-

respond to 162 K , the densities to 100 am (- - -), 300 am ( ),

500 am ( and 784 am ( ) Conversion from reduced units
2

erg s 2c2 ito may be effected through multiplication by (where T is

a(m/4801/2).
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between the perturbation on a given collision and the perturbation on any of

the subsequent collisions, the gpdepend only on the time dependence of the

anisotropic perturbation in an isolated binary collision. Within this approxim-

ation, the shape of gpdoes not depend on density; its size should be proport-

ional to the collision-frequency. The fact that the shape of g(t) does depend on

density implies therefore that there is a pronounced correlation between aniso-

tropic perturbations on subsequent collisions. As has been mentioned in chapter

II, it is assumed in the impact approximation description of a relaxation process,

that there is no correlation between the anisotropic perturbations on successive

collisions. The M.D. calculations indicate that for dense gases', this assumption

may be unjustified. Hence the M.D. calculations provide us with indirect evidence

that the impact approximation may break down for dense gases.

A very important point to be noted is that the correlation functions gilt) and

g2(t)
2

are, at liquid densities, clearly not exponential. Exponential decay of

anisotropic perturbations in liquids has been assumed by several authors (60, 54,

55) most recently by Hoang, specifically for the HC1-argon systems.

We feel that the M.D. results show convincingly that such an assumption is not

justified.

It is appealing to ascribe the rapid increase in intensity of Gparound 65 cm-1

to the onset of collective motions in the fluid.

Indeed, the maximum of the frequency distribution of liquid argon is situated

in precisely this same region. An intuitively simple explanation for the different

behaviour of Gpand Gp would be the following: the essential point to note is

that P1(cos0) is odd in cost whereas P2(cos6)is even. If a particle,say i,taking

part in a collective motion, is close to one of its neighbours at t=0, it will

be closer to its neighbour on the opposite side, half a period later.

Consequently, if the z-axis is chosen for the moment, in the direction of.the

particle displacement, C(t) will change sign in half a period, whereas C(t)

will not. For this reason, the power spectrum of C(t) resembles the frequen-

cy distribution of the medium closer than does the power spectrum of Ci2(t).

V.3.four point density correlation functions

The relation between collective density fluctuations and the power spectrum of

anisotropic perturbations is in principle contained in the density-density

correlation function <p(i";0)p(P;t)> . This correlation function relates the

density at distance r from the probe at t = 0 to the density at r at time t.

As it and -Pare relative distances,<p(i%0)p(-P;0> is actually a 4-point
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density correlation function:

<p(-17.;0)p(i;* --0)dk'dk<np(W;O)nHOW;O)np(R.1;t)nH(R.1+)7:';t)>

where rip and nH denoted the probe and host number densities:

np(FT) = d(k-lip) and nHO) = is(R.41H)

i=1

V.3

This four-point density correlation function depends, in an isotropic fluid, on

7 independent variables in a non-trivial way. It is therefore impossible to

tabulate this function even if it could be computed.

depends on 4 independent variables which is better,

but still hard to visualize. In the average:

(4n -1.( Ti<p(r;O)p(r)>P9,(fr.Yr,) = <p(r;O)p(r';t)>z V.4

the angular part has been integrated out so that only 3 variables remain.

This function (for 1=1 and 1=2) determines the power spectra of anisotropic

perturbations that play a role in rotational relaxation (though, in general,

a few terms with higher 2, may be important). It is interesting to note that

precisely the same angular averaged correlation functions play a role in

collision-induced dipolar absorption of noble gas mixtures.

In the latter case, the spectral intensity is determined by the correlation

function of the collision-induced dipole:

<1.ind(0"ind(t)> ='Llcit7:'clAp(;(3)P(''t)>P(r)p(r')131(Yr.i.r1)
V.5

= (4n) ljr2dr r'2dr'<p(r;O)p(r°;t)>11_1(r)p(r')

,÷
py";Ulnowwhere denotes the density of the host fluid at distance r from the

dissolved noble gas atom. A very similar 4-point density correlation function

plays a role in collision-induced depolarized light scattering in noble gases.

The difference with the previous example is that collision-induced depolarized

light scattering may occur in a pure fluid and depends on the correlation func-

tion (61) :

<n(R;O)n(R+NO)n(k';t)n(k'-ri=';t)>
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Averaging over A and A' yields

.cti-Odit<n(K;O)n(k+i--.;0)n(FP;t)n(r1+;t)> E <oV;0)p1(F';* V.6

where the prime on p indicates the difference with the quantity defined previ-

ously. The intensity of the scattered light is determined by

,CIF'dF<pl(F;0)ol(17:1;t)>3(r)E(r1)P2(fr.ir,) =

= (47r)211rQdrIr2dr<oV;0)p'(rI;t)>2(r)(r')

where (r) is the magnitude of the r-dependent, collision-induced polarizability

tensor ( for r , (r) r-3
).

V.7

Although other methods to obtain information about 4-point density correlation

functions do exist (26) they are somewhat less direct, and we will not discuss

them here.

Collision-induced dipolar absorption is determined by <O(4";0)p(;t)>1 i.e. the

same function that appears in the expression for gift). The difference between
HI\ and gl(t) is due to the fact that the former quantity

is given by an integral over <p(-10)p(i%0>1 weighted by p(r)p(r'), whereas

the expression for g1(t)9<p(i%O)p("P;t)>1 is multiplied by v1(r)v1(r') .

As collision-induced dipoles typically have a very short range (of the order

of .1 a), we may expect that collision-induced dipole absorption probes

anisotropic density fluctuations of P1 symmetry over a much shorter range than

the anisotropic interactions that are responsible for rotational relaxation of

a probe molecule. Therefore both measurements are to a large extent complement-

ary. Experiments on collision-induced dipolar absorption in liquids (63, 64)

indicate that 4ind(O"ind(t)> exhibits a more or less oscillatory behaviour,

very similar to gl(t).

Although a direct comparison between gpand the correlation function that deter-

mines collision-induced depolarized light scattering is not possible because

different 4-point density correlation function play a role, there are striking

similarities. Experiments (65, 66) and molecular dynamics calculations (67)

indicate that the spectral intensity on collision induced light scattering is

peaked at w=0 only, just like G2(w). The range over which anisotropic density

fluctuations are probed is determined by (3(r),which is of longer range than

v2(r) . The fact that both gi(t) and
u i

exhibit a quite different(°"nd ind(t)
high density behaviour than the two "R=2"-correlation function seems to indic-
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ate that, at high densities, local density fluctuations of odd end even parity

(with respect to an origin fixed on a probe) relax quite differently which is

just what one would expect using the picture of a particle taking part in high

frequency collective motions that was outlined above.

V.4.approximations for four_point
density correlation functions

We wish to try to find a more quantitave relation between the frequency spectrum

of collective density fluctuations in fluids, as measured by neutron scattering,

and the four-point density correlation functions discussed above.

To be more precise, we are looking for an approximate way to express the four-

point density correlation function in terms of lower order density correlation

functions.

Such models for 4-point density correlation functions have been proposed by

McTague for collision induced light scattering (68) and by Woods-Halley for the

correlation function (69, 70) that plays a role in collision induced dipolar

absorption and rotational relaxation of a probe. The disadvantage of the approach

by Woods-Halley is that his results are quite sensitive to a rather arbitrary

parameter (the radius of the "cavity" around the probe). We therefore propose

a somewhat different parameter free approximation for four-point density correl-

ation functions:

V.8

V
-1

p
H
g(r)G (V-R;t)G (121-W-R-r;t)g(r')

s

where g(r) is the static pair distribution function of host atoms around the
+

probe,G
s
(R'-R;t) is the self part of the Van Hove density correlation function

H
of the probe and G (R'+r'-R-r;t) is the full Van Hove correlation function of

the host fluid (71, 72, 73).

This approximation is very similar to the superposition approximation for g
(2)

and

it can be shown that it predicts incorrect values for the 4-point correlation

function in certain limiting cases. However, "experimental" tests are needed

(preferably computer experiments) to assess how serious the flaws in this

approximation are.

The corresponding approximation for the 4-point density correlation function
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that enters in the expression for light scattering is

<n(t';0)n(k+;0)n(t'';t)n(k"-i-i"';*

p2g(r)GO*1-;t)G(F714-i:1-k--r;t)g(r')

it is perhaps helpful to visualize these approximations in the following way:

V.9

PROBE IN HOST FLUID

(R';t)

PURE FLUID

(R';t)

straight lines indicate distances at equal times; wigly lines apply to distances

in space and time. The advantage of the approximations formulated above is that

they yield simple expressions for all the relevant power spectra that are exper-

imentally accessible, making use of the relatively well-known functions g(r)

G (r;t)
s

and G(r;t).

We will derive the expression for gz(t); all other expression may be obtained

in exactly the same way.

g(t) =1.1dr'dAp(:;0)p(i-.';t)>vz(r)v1(r')P1(fr.fr,) =

=.1.(.1)cli;".16:drt'idt.<np(11.;0)nii(r+i-:;0)np(rt'';t)nH(01-r.'it)>vt(r)vz(r1)Pt(fr.fr,)

v.10

;;;ClpH1111d1:.16:dr'cIFTg(r)GPs(k.14;t)GH(0+i--.14-;;t)g(ri)vz(r)vi(ripyir.ir,)

when changing to the integration variables E=Ii'-11. and

, one should impose the condition:
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A+r' = A'+r

We impose this condition by multiplying the integrand in eqn.10 by:

Inserting this in Eqn.10 results in:

gt(t) = drdrsdizCIE'dE .

V.11

g(r)GP(A;t)G H (A';t)g(r')v (r)v (r')P (1
r r'

)

the integration over -A- and A' may now be performed, yielding (for 1>0.):

gt(t) = (270-3pliffidVdPc117: elic(r1-6g(r)vt(r)g(r1)vt(r1).

V.12

.P (f ,) 1P*(k;t) IH(k;t)t rr

where I (k;t)
s

and 1(k;t) are the self-part of, and the total intermediate

scattering functions, well-known from neutron scattering theory (71, 72).

The asterisk on I
s
(k;t)denotes complex conjugate; however, Is(k;t)

s
is real

for a classical fluid, so the asterisk may be dropped.

The next step is to rewrite e
ik.(r'-r)

and P (1 r
r'

) in spherical harmonics (56)

using

= 41T izjo(kr)Y_
tm

(r
r
)Y*

tm
(1*

k
)

t=0 m=-t

(where jt(kr)
t

and
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is the t-th spherical Bessel function)

2.

(4q29.+1) Y (I )Y* )

km r km' r'
M=-2,

V.13

V.14

= (210-31.

.1

S

r

ik.r
e

P .f ,) =
r r

eik(A+r'-Al-r)

.1

m

t

r)



One thereupon obtains:

g(t) = (27) p liOkdr'dr g(r)v (r)g(r1)v (r')I (k;t)I
H
(k;t).

S

2," 9.

.(21+1)-1(4T03 (-i)e(W) ,(kr')j u(kr).
1',1" ne=-1" m=-1

*

.yz,m'or,)yi,m'(1k)vz"m"(fr)yem"(i0r:m(fr')%m(fr)

averaging over the directions of r and r' simplifies the expression to

g(t) = (270-3pF0dIT r12dr'r2dr g(r)v,g(r)g(r')vi(r1)IPs(k;t)IH(k;t).

9.

.(2k+1)
-1

(41T)
3

j,(kr')ji(kr)Yim(c)Ylm

defining Vt(k) by

CO

Vt(k) jr47r2g(r)v9.(r)j9.(kr) dr

0

we finally obtain:

CO

g (t) = (27)
-3

p
H

1.47k2V2(k)IP(k;t)I H (k;t) dk
s

0

V.15

V.16

V.17

V.18

For collision-induced depolarized light scattering, the integral in Eqn.18 is

slightly different

fikk2e(k)I2(k;t) dk
V.19

0

with

00

3(k) = f4Trr2g(r)(r)j2(kr) dr

0 89

V.20

II
L.., I

m km r r

M=-2.

a

=



One interesting prediction that results directly from this latter expression is

that the Fourier transformof the spectral intensity in collision induced depolar-

ized light scattering should always be positive because the integrand in Eqn.19
is positive.

The approximate relation between gk(t)and the intermediate scattering functions

is very helpful to get a better picture of the relation between anisotropic

perturbations and collective density fluctuations in the host.

Let us consider a few limiting cases. As a first example we treat the case that

the translational motion of the probe is very slow compared with the translation-

al motions in the host. In that case we may replace Is(k;t) by 1 and gilt) may be
written as:

gi(t) = (27)-3pH 147k21/22,(k)IH(k;t) dk

0

consequently,Re Gt(w) becomes

CO

V.21

Re Gt(w) = (27)-2pH if4Trk2v2z(k)SH(k;w) dk V.22

0

which constitutes a direct relation between S (k;w) and G (w) . If on the

other hand the host translational motions are much slower than the probe motion

(Lorentz gas), I
H
(k;t) may be replaced by I

H
(k;0) and one obtains:

CO

g(t) = (27)-3pH14ffk2V2k(k)I:(k;t)IH(k;0) dk V.23

0

using the Gaussian approximation for I:(k;t) (71,72) :

t t'

IP(k;t) z exp(-k2/3 4p(t').(t")> dt'dt" 1/.24

0 0

the time dependence of g(t) depends only on the probe velocity autocorrelation

function.
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V.5. density dependence of rotational
relaxation from m.d. data

The motivation for doing the molecular dynamics calculations described earlier

in this chapter, was to investigate whether the density dependence of anisotropic

potential fluctuations in argon is compatible with the non-linear density dependence

of rotational relaxation of a probe molecule. In this section we will compute the

density dependence of the linewidths of rotational transitions in a hypothetical

probe molecule, using the molecular dynamics results on gt(t) . In particular,

we will investigate whether the M.D. results predict a non-linear density depen-

dence of rotational linewidths. In fact, we will compute the contribution to

rotational line-broadening from the t= 1 and t= 2 anisotropic perturbations

separately. It will appear that the t= 1 and t= 2 anisotropic perturbations

give rise to a rather different density-dependence of rotational relaxation,

and studying the two separately will make it easier to gain some insight into

the physical factors that influence the density-dependence of rotational relax-

ation. In the next chapter we will try to use the information obtained in this

chapter to interpret the experimental data on the rotational relaxation of HC1

in argon.

Using Eqn. 32 (chapter IV) we may compute the widths of rotational transitions

in a hypothetical probe molecule dissolved in L.J.-"argon". We recall that the

use of Eqn.32 is justified only if the decay of the dipole correlation for

different rotational transitions is very nearly exponential. This condition is

met if the depth of the anisotropic potentials E E is
1, 2

sufficiently small.

Using the power spectra G9(w) from the M.D. calculations, we may now compute

the widths of rotational transitions of a molecule perturbed by a weak,

purely Z = 1 ( 62= 0) or 2, = 2 (61 = 0) anisotropic potential. Figs. 5 and 6

show the density dependence of the first 10 rotational lines of a hypothetical

molecule with the same moment of inertia as HC1, coupled through a weak aniso-

tropic potential of tensorial rank 1 (2) to the surrounding argon fluid.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the logarithm of the ratio of halfwidth to density of the

different rotational lines is plotted versus the density. If the halfwidths

were linear in the density, a set of horizontal lines would result. Fig. 5 shows

that the t = 1 anisotropic perturbation gives rise to a non-linear density-

dependence of the rotational line widths; below 300 Amagat the density dependence

is more or less linear for most lines, however at higher densities all lines,

except the first, show a faster than linear increase of halfwidth with density.

Fig.6 shows that the k = 2 anisotropic perturbations gives rise to a strikingly
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I n (11/0

p (am)
Fig.5. : Computed density dependence of the halfwidth of the rotational

transitions j.4-j+1 (with initial j=0 through 9) of a hypothetical molecule

with the same moment of inertia as HC1, perturbed by a purely t=1 aniso-

tropic interaction. To make the non-linear density dependence of the

rotational transitions better visible, the log of the ratio of halfwidth

to density is plotted as a function of density.
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different density dependence. In fact all halfwidths in Fig.6 have a slower than

linear density dependence.

0 500
p (a m) )/

Fig.6. : Computed density dependence of the halfwidth of the rotational

transitions j÷j+l (with initial j=0 through 9)of a hypothetical molecule

with the same moment of inertia as HC1, perturbed by a purely R=2 aniso-

tropic interaction. To make the non-linear density dependence of the

rotational transistions better visible, the log of the ratio of halfwidth

to density is plotted as a function of density.
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We therefore reach the conclusion that, inserting the molecular dynamics data

on the anisotropic potential correlation functions in the appropriate expression

for the linewidth (Eqn.32, chapter IV), we do indeed obtain a non-linear density

dependence of rotational linewidths. Whether this density dependence is slower

or faster than linear, depends on the relative importance of the lz= 1 and 9.,= 2

terms in the anisotropic potential. We now come to the second point; i.e. what

factors influence the density dependence of rotational linewidths ? More in

particular, one may wonder why it is that Z.= 1 and 2,-= 2 anisotropic perturb-

ations give rise to such a different density-dependence of rotational linewidths.

V6.discussion

The linewidths in Fig.5 and 6 were calculated using Eqn.32 chapter IV, where

the sum over R has been restricted to one term. The expression for the line

width is then a linear combination of frequency components of the power spectrum

of the anisotropic potential of rank Q:

r = a. G (a.)
ji V.25

Where j numbers the successive rotational lines and i corresponds to the

different level spacings in the free rotor. From the properties of the 3 -j

symbols it is evident that only for 2,=. even the zero frequency component

yOmaycontributetor..This has important consequences for the density

dependence of rotational line broadening due to Z.= 2 anisotropic perturbations,

as G2(0) has a strongly non-linear density dependence (Fig. 7) .

The density dependence of G2(0)may be qualitatively understood in the following

way:G2(0)is the area under the anisotropic potential correlation function g2(t),

and is as such a measure of the effective size (height x width) of the aniso-

tropic potential correlation function. Initially, at low densities G2(0) will

increase linearly with density, as the mean sugare size of fluctuations will

be given by

CO

g2(0) = pH )141Tr2go(r)I(r) dr

0

where go(r)is the low density pair distribution function.
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As long as three particle encounters are improbable
, the decay time of g2(t)

will be independent of density; the area under g2(t) will therefore depend

linearly on p. At higher densities, two effects will cause deviations from

this behaviour. First of all, the density dependence of g2(0) becomes non-

linear, due to 3-particle contributions:

g2(0) = pH f 4Trr2g(r;pH)v(r)dr 4-pri )r)(g(3) ,F2;p)v2(r0v2(r2).

0 0 0

f ) drdr
2 r

1
r
2

1 2

V.27

(3) -,-where g (0,r1,r2;p) is the static,density dependent 3-particle distribution

function. Due to shielding, the neighbouring particles will tend to enclose

the central molecule as the density increases, thus making the angular distrib-

ution of particles around the probe more isotropic. This effect counteracts

the increase of gjO) with density,causing a net density dependence that is slower

than linear (Fig. 8). The effective decay time of g2(t)is also density dependent.

Increasing the density to that of the liquid has the effect of decreasing T2

by almost an order of magnitude (Fig.9)). ( T2 = .(g2(t) dt / g2(0) )

The reason for this strong density dependence is also related to the fact

that, with increasing density, the packing of nearest neighbours around a

probe becomes increasingly isotropic. In a dilute gas an initial anisotropic

perturbation decays as the perturber moves away far enough for the anisotropic

potential to become effectively zero. This implies that the particles typically

have to move over a distance of a few angstrom, which takes about 10-12s, the

relative velocites being of the order of 3.10
4
cm s

-1
.

In the dense fluid, on the other hand, the anisotropic perturbation is large

only if the probe molecule is much closer to one neighbour than to all others;

the time for this perturbation to decay is of the order of the time it takes

the probe to get back to the middle of the "cage" formed by its neighbours.

As the distance involved is typically a few tenth of an angstrom the decay

time may be expected to be about an order of magnitude smaller than in the

dilute gas, as is indeed observed.

The strong non-linear density dependence of GIOlis therefore due to the
2

increasingly isotropic packing of neighbours around the probe.

If G (0)were
2

the only term to determine rotational line broadening, all line

widths would have a density dependence that is much slower than linear (Fig. 10).
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p ( a m ) ).-

Fig.7. : Density dependence of the zero-frequency component of the power

spectrum of the t=2 anisotropic perturbation acting on a hypothetical probe

molecule in L.J.-"argon" . G2(0), which may be considered as ameasure for

the effective size of t=2 potential fluctuations, has been expressed in the

same reduced units as G2(w) in Fig.4.
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4 _

2 _

g2(0)

100 200 300 400 500 600 700

p ( a m )
Fig.8. : Mean square size of the E=2, anisotropic potential fluctuations

acting on a hypothetical probe molecule in L.J.-"argon". g2(0) has been

expressed in the same units as g2(t) in Fig.2.
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2

T2

1

p(am) 500

Fig.9. : Density dependence of the computed decay time of g (t).
2

12 is

defined by 12 E G2(0)/g2(0)
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1.0

0.

G2(0) /I)

p (am)
500

Fig.10. : Computed density dependence of the ratio G2(0)/p ; If only

G2(0)contributedtorotationallinebroadening,thequantityr./p<v>a.

would have the same density dependence as G2(0)/p . In the same figure,

G (0)/p
1

has also been displayed.
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The finite frequency components of G,(w) do have a slightly faster than linear

density dependence and hence the net non-linear density dependence of the

line broadening is somewhat less pronounced.

In the case of pure I = 1 perturbations, this effect does not occur as GI(0) does

not contribute to the line width.

At higher frequencies, the density dependence of G1(w) starts off linearly, but

for densities above 300 am , the frequency componenets of Gl(w) in the region

around 65 cm
-1

increase much faster than linearly with increasing density.It is

this effect that is responsible for the overall faster than linear density depen-

dence of line broadening in Fig.5. The rapid increase of G1(w) and G2(w) with in-

creasing density may qualitatively be understood by noting that,at high densities

the probe may perform a rattling motion in the "cage" formed by its nearest

neighbours. If the increase in high frequency components were merely due

to an increase in collision frequency in the fluid, one would expect,follow-

ingtheEnskogapproacl to be proportional to g(o), the value

of the pair distribution on contact, in the corresponding hard-sphere fluid.

The ratio of g(a) for p= 784 Amagat and p= 100 Amagat [using

, and g(o)z(2-11)/2(1-03,nrpa3/6 (77)lis 3.78 whereas the ratio

of Fj/p for lines in the region between 60 cm
-1

and 100 cm
-1

(r.
(784)

/784 ) /
(100)

cr. /100 ) 2.5

This lower number is not surprising, as there is considerable destructive

interference between the anisotropic interactions with different neighbours

at high densities. The relation between collective density fluctuations in

the fluid and the correlation functions gz(t) has been discussed in more

detail in the previous section.

Summarizing, we distinguish two possible causes for the non-linear density

dependence of rotational line-broadening:

1) The decay time of local anisotropic density fluctuations in fluids

decreases rapidly with increasing density. Through its anisotropic

intermolecular potential, a probe molecule may couple to such dens-

ity fluctuations. The decrease in decay time of anisotropic density

fluctuations is reflected in a much slower than linear density de-

pendence of the w = 0 part of the power spectrum of the perturbing

potential acting on the probe. If the intermolecular potential con-

tains even-t terms (say, Z= 2) the w= 0 part of the power spectrum

of the even-t anisotropic perturbations contributes to the rotational

100
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line-broadening. This contribution to the line width will have a

much slower than linear density dependence.

2) Coupling of the rotational motion of the probe with high frequency

collective density fluctuations, gives a contribution to the line

broadening that has a faster than linear density dependence.

One may consider both effects to be reflections of the same fact, namely that:

Microscopic (high-k) density fluctuations decay purely diffusively

at low densities, but at high densities partly by sound propagation.

It would seem interesting to study the rotational relaxation of quantized

rotors in crystalline solids, where density fluctuations decay exclusively

by propagation.
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chapter VI

discussion
vI.1. comparison between m.d. data and f.i.r. measurements

We will now investigate to what extent the above analysis helps us to under-

stand the density dependence of the HC1-Ar far-infrared spectrum. As in the

HC1-Ar interaction both 1= 1 and 1= 2 terms in the intermolecular potential

are important, the net density dependence of HC1 rotational lines depends

on the relative importance of the two effects mentioned above. The ratio

of the contribution from 2= 1 and 5/= 2 terms is of course determined

by the exact r-dependence of the 1= 1 and 1= 2 terms in the intermolecular

potential. In the molecular dynamics calculations, the r-dependence of the

9. = 1 and I= 2 parts of the potential was assumed to be the same as the

r-dependence of the isotropic part. The isotropic potential was approximated

by the Ar-Ar Lennard-Jones potential. The question is whether these approx-

imations are too crude, and hence make the M.D. calculations of little practical

use for the HC1-Ar system, or not.

Let us first consider the isotropic potential. The isotropic part of the

HC1-Ar potential is known rather accurately (40, 59, 78).

It has a well depth of '1,192 K, which is some 50% larger than the 119 K

of the Ar-Ar potential. The position of the minimum of the Ar-Ar L.J. potential

seems to be quite close to the rmin of the Ar-HC1 isotropic potential. Although

the difference in well depth is quite substantial, one should bear in mind

that the local structure and the short-time dynamics in a dense fluid are

determined predominantly by the repulsive core of the intermolecular potential.

As the repulsive parts of the Ar-Ar and Ar-HC1 potential have approximately

the same range, there is some reason to expect that local density fluctuations

around an HC1 molecule in argon will not be very diffel.ent from density

fluctuations around an (isoelectronic) argon atom. In the molecular dynamics

calculations, we did not compute the correlation functions of anisotropic

perturbations with k >3. In most experimental studies of the HC1-argon aniso-

tropic interaction it is also assumed that anisotropic potential terms with

9. > 3 are of little importance for this system. However, few convincing

arguments to support this assumption have been produced. Neilsen and Gordon

(46) made an estimate of the 1= 3 potential term on basis of the known

multipole-moments and polarizabilities of HC1 and argon. These authors
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observe that this estimated P. 3 potential term has no noticeable effect

on the computed cross-sections for rotational relaxation. It would seem

reasonable to infer that the 1= 3 term is also of little importance in the

present calculation and may hence be neglected.

One should however be very cautious to reject k>3 potential terms on basis of

an estimate that makes use of the multipole-expansion for intermolecular inter-

actions. This expansion appears to converge very poorly for the short-range

HC1-argon interaction. Estimates of the HC1-argon interaction that make use

of the first few terms in the multipole-expansion(ns in the Neilsen and Gor-

don potential "52") are incompatible with the available experimental data

on the rotational line broadening of HC1 by Ar (46) and on the properties of

the HC1-Ar Van der Waals molecule (47).

A second question is whether the approximation of the r-dependence of the

= 1,2 part of the HC1-argon anisotropic potential by a Lennard-Jones 6-12

potential with 0= 3.405 R (=
GAr

) is reasonable. One obvious objection

against the use of the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential for the k= 1 part of the

anisotropic potential is that the L.J. potential does not reproduce the

long-range behaviour of the k= 1 part (r
-7

) (79) correctly. This discrepancy

is however of minor importance as long-range density fluctuations contribute

little to qt)The experimental knowledge of the R.= 1 and R.= 2 parts of the

HC1-Ar potential is quite superficial, in spite of the fact that the anisotropic

interaction has been studied carefully by a number of workers (46, 47, 48, 49).

For instance, it is not known at present whether the k= 1 or the k= 2 part has

the deeper minimum. It is therefore hardly in conflict with known facts to assume

a L.J. r-dependence with adjustable efor the 1= 1,2 part of the potential.

Yet, as rotational relaxation is quite sensitive to the detailed shape of the

anisotropic potential surface, it seems improbable that a simple L.J. anisotropic

potential will prove to be flexible enough to account satisfactorily for all

aspects of the HC1-Ar rotational relaxation. The situation may be expected to

be even worse for the line shifts. Neilsen and Gordon (46) observed that the

computed cross-sections for line shift of all but the lowest rotational trans-

ition were very small. The small values for these cross-sections were due to

the near cancellation of large terms of opposite sign. This made it very hard

to obtain reliable shifts for high-J rotational transitions. A similar effect

plays a role in the present computation of rotational relaxation; whereas the

line width can be written as a sum of Fourier components of the perturbing

potential, the shifts are sums of frequency components of the imaginary part

of 00that have alternating sign. This implies that small errors in G may
2,
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have a large effect on the value, even the sign of the shift.

Therefore, using an oversimplified anisotropic potential is bound to make

computed line shifts far less significant than the computed widths. Neverthe-

less, the description developed in the previous chapter is compatible with the

experimental observation that widths and shifts depend differently on the dens-

ity. This difference in behaviour is due to the fact that the shift is proport-

ional to a sum of terms containing Im yw) (Eqn. IV.36 ) , which is non

zero only at finite frequencies. The line widths also contain important con-

tributions from G
2
(0).

As the molecular dynamics calculations show,G2(0) has an entirely different

density dependence than the finite frequency components of G1(w). One should

therefore expect a different density dependence of line widths and shifts.

There is one more factor that complicates a direct comparison of measured

and calculated line widths. The expression for the line shape of a rotational

transition, as derived in chapter IV reduces to a Lorentzian only in the limit

of weak perturbations.

Actually there may be some deviation from Lorentzian behaviour for realistic

values of the anisotropic potential parameters. Fig.1 shows the calculated

F.I.R. spectrum obtained directly from Eqn.15 (chapter IV),and the Lorentzian

approximation to the same spectrum.

The values for the depth of the 9. = 1 and 9. = 2 part of the anisotropic potent-

ial that was used to obtain the spectra in fig. 1 were the same as in one of

the HC1-Ar potentials proposed in Ref.46 (i.e. potential "52"). Clearly,

the effect of the non-Lorentzian line shape is strongest at high densities and

for low frequency rotational transitions.

Experimentally, we were unable to detect any deviation from Lorentzian behaviour

in the HC1-argon far-infrared spectrum. This observation does not necessarily

imply that the HC1-argon rotational lines are indeed Lorentzians. After all,

it is quite well possible that a non-Lorentzian spectrum may be approximated,

within experimental accuracy, by a set of Lorentzians. However the widths

and shifts of such "best-fit" Lorentzians should not be compared with the

widths and shifts that one computes using Eqn. 32 (chapter IV). Fig. 1

indicates that we may expect deviations from Lorentzian behaviour to be

important for the low-J rotational transitions.

However, we did not make any quantitative estimate of the effect of deviations

from Lorentzian behaviour on the apparent half width.

For this reason, there is little use in comparing the experimental half widths

of the lowest few rotational lines of HC1 in argon with the half widths that
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r ( c m )

Fig.l. : Computed far infrared rotational spectrum of HC1 in argon, using

the M.D. data on gl(t) and g2(t) with Li and £2 corresponding to the depths

of the Z=1 and 9=2 parts of potential "52",ref.46 . The upper,middle and

lower spectrum correspond to 100,300 and 500 am respectively. Full spectrum

(Eqn.15',ch.IV) ( ) , Lorentzian approximation (Eqn.31,ch.IV) (
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table 1

Rotational linewidths (cm
-1

)

p=100 am p=300 am p=480 am

J4J-I-1 exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.

445 2.66 ± .1 3.31 7.51 ± .24 7.51 12.0 ±1.8 12.01

546 2.09 ± .22 2.28 5.67 ± .37 5.20 8.01 ± .24 7.81

647 1.65 ± .16 1.54 3.91 ± .24 3.66 5.58 ± .3 5.04

748 1.21 ± .19 1.09 2.46 ± .36 2.41 3.23 ± .16 3.36

,-4-9 .87 ± .06 .76 1.54 ± .32 1.55 1.88 ± .17 2.36

Rotational lineshifts (cm
-1

)

445 -.20 ± .02 -.04 -1.1 ± .03 .25 -2.0 ± .25 .59

546 -.25 ± .15 .08 -.62 ± .1 .11 -1.4 ± .1 .36

647 -.22 ± .13 .06 -.58 ± .05 -.04 -.9 ± .03 -.10

748 -.22 ± .04 .07 -.50 ± .03 .16 -.73 ± .03 .12

849 -.19 ± .04 .22 -.48 ± .07 .83 -.73 ± .2 .93

exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.
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are computed from the M.D. data, using the Lorentzian approximation.

Therefore, when investigating whether the experimental widths and shifts

could be accounted for satisfactorily by inserting the molecular dynamics

data in the Lorentzian expression for the computed line shape (Eqn. 32,

chapter IV), we restricted the comparison to the high frequency rotational

lines (J = 4 to 8) for which deviations from Lorentzian behaviour are expected

to be small.

The adjustable well depths el and c2 were determined by minimizing the

weighted sum of squares of the differences between measured and computed

line widths. The line widths could be computed from the M.D. data for 3

densities (100, 300, 500 am.). For every density, 5 line widths (J = 4 to 8)

were compared with the experimental data. Therefore, 15 independent quantities

had to be fitted by adjusting 2 paramters. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the

agreement is quite good for most line widths. The numbers are given in Table I.

For reference sake, the measured and computed line shifts have also been

tabulated. It is observed that the computed shifts are of the same order of

magnitude as the experimental ones, but any quantitative agreement is lacking.

experimental

5

£ 6

7

8

computed

p (am)
560

Fig.2.:Comparisonoftheratior/p (for rotational transitions j4-j+1

with j=4 through 8) with the best fit from the M.D. results. The experimental

points are indicated by dots (with setimated error bars), the computed

points have been joined with drawn lines.
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table 2

Estimated depths (E) and position of the minimum (rmin)

of the 1=1 and 1=2 parts of several proposed HC1-Ar

anisotropic intermolecular potentials.

1=1 1=2

H+K
52.40 4.272 23.51 4.123

"single-well"

H+K
19.03 3.844 43.41 4.189

"double-well"

36.5 3.805 3.51 4.83

"pot. 52"

N+G
28.33 4.01 14.82 4.44

"fully opt."

present work 32.28 3.822 49.13 3.822

E (cm-1)
1

r (g)
min

e
2

(cm-1 ) r
min

(g)

"H+K":Holmgren-Klemperer,Ref. 78

"N+G":Neilsen-Gordon,Ref. 46
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As mentioned previously such disagreement is not amazing, as a slight over-

simplification of the anisotropic potential is bound to affect the shifts

much more than the widths.

The values for El and E2 that gave this fit are given in Table II, together

with values for the depth of the 9, = 1 and I = 2 part of the HC1-Ar inter-

molecular potential as obtained by other authors. One set of parameters corres-

ponds to the Neilsen-Gordon "fully-optimized" HC1-Ar potential. This potential

was obtained by optimizing the fit of computed line broadening, line shift and

NMR-relaxation times to the experimental data (46). In the same table two

different sets of values for El , and E2 are displayed that were obtained

by Holmgren and Klemperer (78) by optimizing the fit to electric-resonance

spectroscopic data on the Ar-HC1 Van der Waals molecule. Some care should be

taken in comparing these well depths with the values we obtain, as the

potentials used in Refs. 46 and 78 are of the modified-Buckingham type instead

of Lennard-Jones. More important, the position of the minimum of the 9. = 1

and 9, = 2 part of the potential is in general different from the value
1/6

=2 GL.J.=r
min

3.82 g, to which the choice of our L.J.-potential restricts us.

Nevertheless it is possible to draw some conslusions from the data in Table II.

Most important is the large scatter in the values for El and E2 obtained

in Refs. 46 and 78. It should be stressed that neither potential is to be

preferred, as the Neilsen-Gordon "fully-optimized" potential is irreconcilable

with the Van der Waals molecule data (47), while the Holmgren-Klemperer

potentials do not account satisfactorily for the low-density HC1-Ar line

broadening data (80). We are therefore forced to conclude that, at present,

the anisotropic part of the HC1-Ar intermolecular potential is just not well

known. The values for ci and E2 that we obtain are within the range of values

given in Refs. 46 and 78. There is therefore little reason to reject them as

being unreasonable. On the other hand, one should not overestimate the value

of potential parameters that are obtained, as we were forced to do,from line

broadening data on the dense gas. After all, there is no reason why the

anisotropic potential should be perfectly pairwise additive (which is one

of our essential assumptions) . Rather we have obtained an "effective"

anisotropic potential surface which,at best, is not too different from the

pure two-body potential. Using our potential parameters therefore only as

an indication, one would conclude that the real HC1-Ar potential has a rather

strong I = 2 character, close to the Holmgren-Klemperer "double-well" potential.

In fact, without this strong 2.= 2 character the slower than linear density

dependence of high-J rotational lines remains unexplained. In view of this
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observation it is hard to understand how Hoang (55) has been able to account

reasonably well for the far-infrared spectrum of HC1 dissolved in liquid

argon, while neglecting the 1= 2 part of the intermolecular potential alto-

gether. Possibly, the fact that Hoang assumes that the power spectrum G1(w)

is Lorentzian partly cancels the effect of neglecting G2(w). This is plausible

because the molecular dynamics calculations indicate that G2(w) resembles a

Lorentzian more than does Gl(w) . The neglect of the k = 2 anisotropic inter-

action may also explain why Hoang concludes that off-diagonal elements in the

time-evolution operator give a considerable contribution to the far-infrared

spectrum of HC1 dissolved in liquid noble gases.

The reason is that, in lowest order, the off-diagonal elements of the time

evolution operator are proportional to finite-frequency components of the

G (w). As mentioned before, line-broadening is caused by finite-frequency

components of GIA but also by the zero frequency component of Gjw)
. Conse-

quently Gp) may contribute to line broadening without contributing to off-

diagonal elements. To obtain the correct order of magnitude for rotational

line broadening of. HC1 in liquid noble gases, while neglecting G2(0) altogether,

one needs to assume quite large finite-frequency values for Gl(w). All these

finite frequency components of Gl(w) will contribute to off-diagonal elements

of the time evolution operator, in contrast to G2(0). Therefore, when describing

the rotational spectrum with G1(w) only, one is bound to get too high an

estimate for these off-diagonal elements.

VI.2. possible other applications of the m.d. data

The reasonable agreement between experimental density dependent line widths

of HC1 in argon and the widths computed with help of Eqn.32 (chapter IV), using

the M.D. results, gives us some confidence in the applicability of the theo-

retical description outlined in chapter IV. In particular, it seems justified

to use the same computed Gilw)and Gjw), with the same values of E
1
and

2
to predict a number of other experiments on the rotational relaxation in the

HC1- (and DC1-) argon system. One may for instance compute the width of the

DC1-argon far-infrared rotational lines, and the width of the HC1 (DC1)-argon

rotational Raman lines. Moreover, the HC1 angular-momentum correlation function

may be computed, which could be used to predict the density dependence of NMR

longitudinal relaxation time measurements on the HC1 proton. Computation of the

rate of rotational-energy relaxation will provide an estimate of the excess
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sound absorption in an HC1(DC1)-argon mixture. However, in this latter case

Eqn.32 should be applied with some caution, because the power spectra of the

perturbations acting on the probe were not made to obey detailed balance.

Consequently, such perturbations tend to heat up the rotational motion of the

probe.

In the previous section, we applied the M.D. calculations to the case of HC1

dissolved in (isoelectronic) argon. The same M.D. calculations should apply

just as well to HBr in krypton and HI in xenon. The Gpand Gp,given in the

previous chapter may be used to compute all the relevant correlation functions

of these systems at the same reduced temperature( T = 1.36). Experimental

information on these systems is lacking, thus far.

The molecular dynamics calculations have enabled us to gain some qualitative

insight in the physical reasons behind the non-linear density dependence of

rotational line broadening of HC1 in argon. It seems reasonable to assume that

the two factors that we identified as being the main causes for non-linear

density dependence of rotational relaxation of HC1 in argon, are also at

work in other systems. These two factors were, on the one hand the slower

than linear density dependence of the effective size of the k = 2 anisotropic

potential fluctuations,G2(0), on the other hand the faster than linear density

dependence of higher frequency components of Gpand GjOdue to the onset of

collective density fluctuations in the fluid.

It would be interesting to know to what extent the processes that seem to be

important for the HC1-argon rotational relaxation, are relevant for rotational

relaxation in quite different systems.

One obvious extensions of the theory presented in chapter IV would be to

incorporate the contributions from internal degrees of freedom of the solvent

molecules to the time dependent anisotropic density fluctuations around a

probe molecule. Another interesting problem would be the study of rotational

relaxation of a probe molecule that is much lighter than the solvent molecules,

e.g. H2 in argon. This example is interesting because extrapolation of the

present molecular dynamics results seems to predict a different density depen-

dence of rotational relaxation than one would predict when using the approximation

for <p(r;O)p(r';t)>

in Appendix II.

that was discussed in chapter V. We treat this example
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VI.3.experimental information on local
density fluctuations in argon

Thus far, we have been able to show that molecular dynamics calculations on

L.J.-"argon" enable us to account qualitatively, and to some extent even

quantitatively, for the experimentally observed density dependence of the

rotational relaxation of HC1 in argon.

However, it is not our aim to obtain quantitatively exact values for the line

widths from molecular dynamics calculations; our aim is to obtain information

about molecular motions in the dense fluid from rotational relaxation measure-

ments on a probe molecule. Within the theoretical framework outlined in the

previous chapters,all information we may hope to obtain is contained in the

correlation functions gt(t).We will now try to extract such information from

the experimental data. As the widths of 10 rotational lines have been measured,

the experimental data may be inverted (using Eqn. 32, chapter IV) to yield

10 independent points of Gl(w) and G2(w). The 10 linewidths depend however

on the value of G (w)
1

and G (w)
2

at 11 different frequencies. In order to ex-

tract G (w) and G (w)
2 '

one therefore needs additional experimental information.

Such information is contained in the HC1-Ar rotational Raman spectrum.Unfortunate-

ly ,the latter spectrum has not yet been measured. To get a crude picture of

G (w)
1

and G (w)
2

on basis of the far infrared data only, we make the following

simplifying assumptions:

1) G (w)=G (w)=0 for w >200 cm
-1

1 2

(this leaves us with 9
1
(w)'s and 5 G (w)'s

2
to be determined).

2) We determine G (w)
1

every 40 cm
-1

(i.e. at 20,60,100,140 and

180 cm
-1

) and interpolate linearly between these points.

Thus a linear relation between 10 values of G (w)
1

and G (w)
2

and the 10 linewidths

is obtained for every argon density. This set of equations is then inverted un-

der the restriction G1(w)>0. Fig. 3 shows the values of Gl(w) thus determined

from the experimental data, compared with Gl(w) that was computed in the M.D.

calculation.

Although the experimental Gl(w) is certainly not very accurate, it is evident

that, at least in the frequency range where it could be determined, it behaves

very similar to the computed Gl(w). In particular, there is a marked increase

in higher frequency components with increasing density. The experimental

G (w)
1

seems to peak at somewhat higher frequencies than the molecular dynamics

G
1

. This shift to higher frequencies with respect to the pure (Lennard-

Jones) argon is not amazing because HC1 is some 10% lighter than argon and,
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more importantly, because the HC1-Ar potential is some 50% steeper than the

Ar-Ar L.J. potential used in the M.D. calculations. The w= 0 component of

G (w)
1

could, of course, not be obtained from the experimental line widths.

The experimental G2(w) power spectrum seems however to be dominated by its

= 0 component, which is typically 10 to 100 times larger than the finite

frequency components. This behaviour is also exhibited by the M.D. G2(0).

Fig. 4 shows a plot of the experimental G2(0) versus density; for the sake of

comparison, the M.D. GJO) is also shown. The lower than linear density depen-

dence of the experimental G2(0) is evident, though less pronounced than the

GI (L.))

0

0

1 : . -' .
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v ( c m -1 )
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Fig.3. : Experimental Gl(w) (lower figure) compared with the M.D. results

(upper figure) . Experimental values for Gl(w) have been determined at fre-

quencies of 20,60,100,140 and 180 cm
-1

. The densities in both figures are

100 am (- - - -) , 300 am ( ) and 480 am (exp.)/500 am (comp.)(-----).
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molecular dynamics calculations predict. It is doubtful whether the experimental

data are accurate enough to justify an attempt to explain this difference.

Using Eqn. 32 (Chapter IV), the experimental information about GII(Oand G2(w)

that we have obtained, could be used to predict a number of other experiments

on the same system, that have not yet been performed. These experiments are:

G2(0)

p ( am)
500

Fig.4. : Experimental density dependence of G2(0) (points joined with

drawn lines ) compared with G2(0) from the M.D. calculations (dots).
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1) Measurement of the HC1 rotational Raman line widths;

2) NMR measurements of the T relaxation time of the HC1 proton;
1

3) measurement of the sound absorption due to the HC1 dissolved in argon.

Although the latter experiment is probably not feasible, the first two are.

Such measurements, in particular the rotational Raman experiment, would

constitute a nice check on the validity of the theoretical description put

forward in chapter IV.

VI.4.conclusion

Supposing for the moment that all the measurements mentioned above could be

performed with high accuracy, the question remains what new information on the

dynamics of the host fluid will have been obtained in the end. Ideally, we will

have accurate knowledge about the value of the Fourier transforms of g1(t) and

g2(t) at a finite number of discrete frequencies. Recalling that g (t) was defined

by:

g (t) = dT'dF VI.1.

it is evident that we will have obtained information about a number of Fourier

components of the 4-point density correlation function <p(-1--03)p(--ir-';t)>.The inform-

ation one obtains about <p(-/'':;0)p(-X.';0> is however averaged over all r and -;:".

Therefore there is clearly no hope of reconstructing <p(r;O)p(r';t)> from the

experimental data. Consequently, one should start with a model for the 4-

point density correlation function, and use the experimental data on rotational

relaxation to test the validity of such a model.

An example of a qualitative prediction on the density-dependence of rotational

relaxation of basis of a model for the 4-point density correlation function

was discussed in Appendix II. It should be stressed that, to make quantitative

predictions one needs to know the anisotropic potential surface (i.e. the yr) ).

rather accurately. As Table II shows, our present knowledge of vl(r)and v2(r)for

the HC1-Ar system is absolutely insufficient. For this reason there is at

present little use in trying to test models for <p(r;O)p(r';t)' using the HC1-Ar

rotational relaxation data. For the moment, most experimental information

on 4-point density correlation functions still comes from collision induced

dipolar absorption measurements and collision induced depolarized light scatt-

ering. If, however accurate information about the anisotropic intermolecular

potential of atom-diatom systems becomes available (and present developments
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make it probable that such will be the case over the next few years), rotation-

al relaxation measurements on dissolved probe molecules will yield important

complementary information that can be used to construct better models for

4-point density correlation functions.

As time dependent 4-point correlation functions depend on the correlations

in the molecular motions of several (2, 3 or even 4) particles, an increased

knowledge of these correlation functions will greatly enhance our insight in

the details of molecular motions in dense fluids.
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appendix I

We start from Eqn. 10 (chapter IV):

=(2j+1)-1Pj .(-1)q(-1)i-m( jx ji) <jHuilj'>(-1)
-m q m'

j x

<j1111110>eiwpjt C<Pm'ILII(t)1Pm°><jm lyt)Ijm>)av.
-q m

A. I .1

--4

<p(0).p(t)> stands for the correlation function of an arbitrary irreducible

tensor operator of rank X. (Throughout this derivation, summation of repeated

indices is implied unless explicitly stated otherwise). Expanding the product
t(<pm'IU (t)Iym"><jelU

I
(t)Ijm>)

ay.
to second order in V,

and dropping the vanishing terms linear in V,yields:

t t
+,c2 f f (<pm'IVI(t')IPm"><jm

lyt)lim>)
ay. m ,m

.6
m ,m

+

1yt" )1ini> ) av.
'dt" +

dt
0 0 A.I.2

t t'

-2
--h 6

'

f f (.(jm-IVI(t')VI(t")1jm>) dt'dt"
ay.m,m"

0 0

t t'

-2
s ff
m",m

(<Pm'IVI(e)VI(t')Ij 'dt" +...
'11/">av.dt

0 0

Making use of the fact that

V(t) = I(47r/22,+1) aim(t)Yini(1p)

and that the correlation functions of the a (t)
km

obey :

<astm(0)81,m,(t)> = (-1)11(47)-1g (t)
2,0i,

,d
M,-M

A. I .3

A. I .4
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we may rewrite Eqn. 2. in the following way:

(<j'mllei(t)Ii'm"<jm lUI(t)lim>
'ay. =611',e6m",m

t t
2

47r/(22,+1)4 f)(gz(t"-tI)(-1) <i m ly djim"><jmlyz_ iljm>dt'dt +

t t'

-i/01 dm t f f gz(t"-t' )ei ujfj(til-t )( -1)C1'<jm"'I ljfmf>.
f f '

0 0

t t'

- 7 (sm,,mf . t-t)
(-1)

f'mf 0 0

.<jm'IYuldjfme<jfmflYt_.(1,1Pm">dt'dt"1 +

Using the relation (57):

(_1)'11\ (2j+1)(2t+1)(2P+1) (i

41T 0 0 0 -m q m'i

the matrix elements in Eqn. 5 may be evaluated:

t t

6 d
i47/(22.+1)21f I gz(t"...t, )(_1)q '4-m'+rri"( i 9- j I)

m' ,11.0
I m",m

9..0 0 0
_Tivcille

.( i i j)j12" j')(j k j)
dt'dt" +

41 0 0 0 0 0 0

t t'

fgt(t"--C)ej
f
j(t"-V)(_1)q'+e+m (

f
L if)

irmf 0 0

( if i)(2j+1)(22,+1)(24+1)(i if)( f

0

j dt'dt" +
-m

f
-q' m 4n 0 0 0 0 0
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t t'
'6nr,rn(1) +ml+mf(f f 199,(r-t")elwj'j Jill' 1.

f mf 0 0

( if 2, itVift
dt'dt"I +

-M m"f 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

t
(<Pm'Ityt)IPm"><jm'llyt) Ijm>)av.writtenInserting in this way,in the express-

ion for the tensor correlation function, one obtains:

,t q+m+rn"( x X j

Pj J J ( -1)
-m q M' 111".CI

<fllullP>2 .

t t
-2 j')/j

t11

I(2t+1) g (t"-t')(2P+1)2j+1)(
0 0

0), t=0

P i

dt'dt"

t t.

6m. on., / f (24+1)(21 f+11(i
0 0 0

ki ,f mf 0 0

.(_1)ql-Fm-f-mf.( i t 1( if i)dt'dt" +
-re'q 'mf -mf-q' m

Wift i)
OiCIAO 0

t t' (Ptf f g2,(V-t")ej1.4)'jf(tu-t')(2j1+1)(24+1)m ,m. \Jf,mf 0 0 O 0 0 0 0

.(-1)cc-w+mf( j'' 1(4.
j

dt'dt"

A. I .8
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where use has been made of the relation

=
2,7-1 .

A. I .9

Eqn. 8 may be simplified considerably by making use of the following relations

(57):

j
1

2 ii jj1 1 (J1 2 3)( 1 2 3) (2j3+1)-
J3,J3 3, 3m1=-j1 m2=-j2 m1m2m3 m1m2m3

and

J
2

(I)JI+J2+J3+Ml+m2+M3( J1

M M
2'

M
3 M

1

-
2

m14m2

= 6J., . 6 m,
111

- 1
(2j,+1)

3,J3 -393 ,

where

j3)(j2 j3 j1)(j3 j1 j2)(j1j2j3)
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m
1

m
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3

is a 6-J symbol (56, 57). The tensor correlation

function then becomes:

t t
.eiwJ'jt<jilu101>2

1+fi-2 (2t+1)-1 f g (t"-C)(2P+1)(2j+1)(-1).pj

t=0
0 0

j'yj )2, j)ili
dt'dt" +

0 0/\0 0 j j'i
t t'

j

eiwifj )(24+1)(

z ir 2

f gt(t"-t' ). r dt'dt"

0 0 f
=0 0 0 0

t t'
jit

eiwp4W-t')(24+1)(
j

fIf gt(ti-t") dt'dt" +

0 0
4=0 0 0 0
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To obtain this expression, use has been made of the fact that all j's and

(
J J J1 2 3 ) *m's are integers and that 0 only if j

1
+ j + j = even.

0 0 0 2 3

If the bath variables are classical,gt(t) is even in t. We make this assumption,

although it is not an essential one and may easily be removed in favour of an

expression for gt(t) that obeys the detailed balance condition:

G (-w) = exp(-0(0) G (w) .

Using the assumption that gris even, we obtain:

= pjelwi'it<imw>2 14-22_(2t+1)-1.
t=0

t t'

f

0 0

gli(t"-C)1(2j+1) +(2j'+1)
0 0 0 0 0 0 )

(j'i il)(" j)iiii
xl

dt'dt" +-2(-1)
x-t

(2j+1)(2j'+1)
0 0 0 / 0 0 0 ij

t ti
ifyeiwjfj(t"-V)dt'dt"

4-1 gt(t.-c) .1(24+1)
0 0 f

*j 0 0 0

t t'

(2j +1)
f

jf )dt'dt" +
+f f giz(t"-C) j 0 0 0
0 0

which is the result given in Eqn. 14, chapter IV.
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appendix II
The description of the H2-argon system is simplified by the fact that the

112 translational motion is fast compared with the the molecular motions in

the solvent. Hence, the time dependence of the anisotropic perturbations

acting on an H2 probe will be dominated by the motion of the probe in an

almost static solvent.

The H2-argon anisotropic potential is known to be dominated by the 1= 2

term (81) (all odd-i terms are of course zero for this system). The rotation-

al relaxation of H2 in argon should therefore depend only on G2(w).
2

As G2(w)
2

is peaked at w= 0 (presumably), the largest contribution to the line broaden-

ing of H2 rotational Raman transisitions comes form G2(0). Assuming that

G (0)
2

gives by far the largest contribution to the line broadening, we may

predict that the density dependence of all rotational Raman lines of H2

(and D2) in argon should be the same.

Furthermore, the D2 rotational transitions should be broader by a factor

2 than the corresponding H2 lines.

Table A gives the predicted ratio of the rotational Raman line widths of

H2 (D2) as a function of the initial J of the Raman transition, assuming

that only G2(0) contributes to the line broadening. Using Eqn. 34 (chapter

IV) the relation between half width and G (0)
2

may be shown to be:

2j(j+3) I

h2G (j+2)(j+3)
j+2,2 2

(2j-1)(2j+3) (2j+3)(2j+7) (2j+3)2 I
A.II.1

From Eqn. 39 (chapter IV) it can be seen that the second moment of all

rotational Raman lines of H2 in argon should be proportional to g2(0).

Consequently, all these second moments should have the same density dependen-

ce; the relation between second moment and density will in general be quite

different from the way G2(0), and hence the linewidths depend on density.

Contributions from G (w
2

) at finite frequencies would affect different lines

differently. In that case, combining rotational Raman measurements on H2

and D2 in argon should yield a more complete picture of G2(w ), because

G,(w), = G9(0/i)H
'2 2
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table A

Calculated J-dependence of rotational Raman line-

widths,assuming only G2(0) contributes to the width:

2

n /5r = G (0)
2

F(J) (Eqn. 1 )

J

J4J+2 F(J) r / r
J 0

0+2 .256 1.

143 347 1.2133

244 .137 .4805

345 .0786 .2752

44-6 .0515 .1802

54-7 .0364 .1275

646 .0272 .0951
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It would also be interesting to study the density dependence of the second

moments of the rotational Raman lines of H
2

in argon, although this will be

very hard to measure accurately.

The M.D. calculations on pure L.J.-"argon" seem to indicate that G2(0) depends

much slower than linearly on density. However, using the approximation

(Eqn. 8, chapter V) for the 4-point density correlation function seems to

lead to a different prediction, as will be shown below. The anisotropic

correlation function gz(t)may be written (using Eqn. 18, chapter V):

g1(t) = (27)-3PAr f411-k2V2z(k)42(k;t)IAr(k;t) dk

0

The fact that we assume the argon solvent to be almost static, implies that

we may replace I (k;t)
Ar

in this expression by I
Ar

(k;0). We now make the ad-

A.II.3

ditional assumption that, at high argon densities, I
HO
'(k;t)

s
may be approx-

imated by exp(-k2DH t) . We then obtain:
2

00

g (t) = (23PAr70- f4Trk2V2(k) exp(-k2D t)I
Ar

(k;0) dk

0

A.II.4

A simple application of this expression is the description of the experiment-

ally observed density dependence of the linewidth of the collision-induced

S (0) and S (1) transitions of H dissolved in argon. Experiments by de

Remigis e.a. (74, 75) have shown that, at high densities the S1(0) and S1(1)

linewidths decrease approximately inversely proportional with the density.

Zaidi and Van Kranendonk (76) have argued that at high densities the width

of these induced transitions should be proportional to the H2 diffusion

constant. Consequently, the decrease in line width with increasing density

is a direct result of the decrease of the H2 diffusion constant. Using Eqn. 4

above, we reach a similar conclusion in the following way.

The expression for the line shape of the collision-induced S 1(0) and

S1(1) transitions in H2 is of the type G(w) that was discussed in chapter V

(with 2, = 3, (70)). Using the approximate expression (Eqn. 4) for g3(t),

we obtain for G3(w ):

CO

G
3
(co) = (27)-3p

Ar
f4kk2V2(k) k2D

H
I
Ar

(k;0) dk
3 , H2

0
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i.e. G ( w) is determined by the average over k of a Lorentzian with half

width proportional to the H2 diffusion constant DH .

2

With increasing argon density, D
H

decreases and so does the width of G (w
3

)

(and consequently the S
1
(0) and S

1
(1) line widths).

As mentioned above, this behaviour is in qualitative agreement with experiment.

We may expect that a similar approach is also applicable to predict the

density dependence of the H2-argon rotational Raman line widths. To this end

we need to compute the power spectrum of the anisotropic potential acting

on H2 dissolved in argon, G2( w). In particular, we will compute G2(0)

which we expect to give the largest contribution to the line width:

G2(0) = (2-37 ) pAr f47k21q(k) (D k2)
IAr(k;0)

-1 dk

0

(27)-3pAr
DH-1f 47q(k) IAr(k;0) dk

A.II.6

As D11-1 is approximately proportional to the argon density, and as the other
2

factors in Eqn. 6 depend at least linearly on the argon density, one would

predict a density-dependence of G2(0) (and hence of the H2 rotational-Raman

line widths) that is approximately quadratic at high argon densities. The

fact that argon is not completely static, may make this density dependence

somewhat less pronounced, though this effect is probably of minor importance.

It seems worthwhile to test this prediction experimentally, because it is

rather contrary to what one would predict on basis of an extrapolation of the

M.D. results on pure L.J.-"argon". Measuring the density dependence of

rotational-Raman line widths of H2 in argon would provide a direct test of

the model for 4-point density correlation functions that was presented in

chapter V.
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summary
When a non-spherical molecule interacts with other particles, its rotational

motion is hindered. Due to this hindering, the angular momentum of the mole-

cule is no longer a constant of motion, but depends in some complicated way

on time. In what way the rotational motion depends on time, is determined

by the details of the time dependent interaction with the perturbing part-

icles. An experimental study of the hindered rotational motion of a non-

spherical molecule will therefore yield information about the way the inter-

actions with the perturbing molecules depend on time. In general however,

one will not obtain experimental information on the detailed history of the

rotational motion of one particular molecule, but rather statistically

averaged information about the hindering of the rotational motion of a

great number of molecules. For many experiments, this averaged information

about the rotational relaxation process, may be expressed in terms of time

correlation functions.

In this thesis, some aspects of the rotational relaxation of linear mole-

cules in non-polar solvents are investigated. In the first part of the

thesis, classical generalized rotational diffusion models are discussed.

In these models, the interaction between perturbing molecules and the linear

rotor is described as a succession of instantaneous collisions.

The models are generalizations of the so-called m- and J-diffusion models

that were introduced by Gordon. We extend these older models in several ways.

In particular, we obtain closed expressions for a number of correlation func-

tions. In deriving these expressions, no restrictive assumptions are made

about the distribution of times between successive collisions.

Moreover, the restrictive and physically rather unrealistic assumptions

that are imposed on the effect of a collision by the m- or J-diffusion

models, are considerably relaxed.

The second half of the thesis deals with the density dependence of the

rotational relaxation of HC1 in argon. In chapter III, far-infrared absorp-

tion measurements of the rotational spectrum of hydrogen chloride dissolved

in argon are presented. These measurements give information about the time

correlation function of the HC1 dipole moment. In these experiments, the

argon density was varied between approximately 10% and 60% of the density of

liquid argon. The measured far-infrared spectrum resembles the rotational

spectrum of unperturbed HC1, but the rotational lines are broadened and shif-
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ted in frequency with respect to the far-infrared transitions of unperturbed

HC1. It is observed that the half width at half height and the frequency

shift of the HC1 rotational lines, depend non-linearly on the Ar density.

In chapter IV, a formalism to describe the rotational relaxation of a

quantized linear rotor in a dense gas, is developed. This formalism relates

the rate of rotational relaxation with the size and time dependence of the

anisotropic perturbations that act on the linear rotor. These perturbations

depend in their turn upon the time dependent fluctuations in the local density

around the rotating molecule. The symmetry and range of the local density fluct-

uations that influence the rotational motion, are determined by the symmetry

and range of the intermolecular interaction between a solvent molecule and

the linear rotor.

Chapter V describes a molecular dynamics experiment on a Lennard-Jones fluid.

The parameters that characterize this model fluid were chosen such that the

computer calculation provided a more or less realistic simulation of the

HC1-Ar system at the temperature and densities used in the experiments.

In the computer experiment, the timedependentanisotropic perturbation

that acts on a molecule dissolved in the fluid, was calculated. Using the

formalism developed in chapter IV, the broadening of the rotational lines

of the dissolved molecule at different solvent densities could be computed

from the time dependent anisotropic perturbations that were obtained in the

computer experiments. It was observed that the computed line widths depended

non-linearly on density. Whether the density dependence of the computed

line widths was slower or faster than linear, was found to depend on the

precise shape of the molecule-solvent atom intermolecular potential.

A more detailed analysis revealed that two factors have a marked influence

on the density dependence of rotational line widths. On the one hand, the

lifetime of anisotropic fluctuations in the local density around the dissolved

molecule decreases rapidly with increasing solvent density; this effect is

reflected in a slower than linear density dependence of rotational line widths.

On the other hand, collective phonon-like density fluctuations will start to

appear in the solvent at high densities; these collective density fluctu-

ations may couple strongly to the rotational motion of a dissolved molecule,

giving rise to a faster than linear density dependence of the rotational

line widths. In chapter VI, the results of the molecular dynamics calculations

are used to analyse the far-infrared spectra of HC1 in argon.

It is observed that both of the above mentioned effects should be taken into

account in order to obtain a satisfactory description of the broadening of
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the HC1 rotational transitions by argon. From these rotational line widths,

direct information about the frequency spectrum of the anisotropic perturbation

that acts on an HC1 molecule dissolved in Ar, could be obtained. This

information could be compared with data on the corresponding frequency

spectrum that was calculated in the computer experiment. Finally, the

relation between rotational line width measurements and other experiments

that probe local density fluctuations in fluids, is discussed.

samenvatting
De rotatie-beweging van een niet bolvormig molecuul wordt gehinderd door

wisselwerking met andere deeltjes. Het gevolg van deze hindering is dat

de draaiimpuls van het molecuul niet langer een bewegingsconstante is,

doch op gecompliceerde wijze van de tijd afhangt. De wijze waarop de rota-

tie-beweging van de tijd afhangt, wordt bepaald door de details van de tijds-

afhankelijke wisselwerking met de storende deeltjes. Een experimenteel onder-

zoek naarde gehinderde rotatie-beweging van niet bolvormige moleculen zal

daarom informatie verschaffen over de wijze waarop de wisselwerking met de

storende moleculen van de tijd afhangt.

Over het algemeen zal men echter geen gedetailleerde informatie verkrijgen

over de tijdsafhankelijkheid van de rotatie-beweging van een bepaald mole-

cuul, doch veeleer statistisch gemiddelde informatie over de wijze waarop

de rotatie-beweging van een groot aantal moleculen wordt gehinderd.

Deze experimentele informatie over het verloop van de rotatie-relaxatie

kan in vele gevallen worden uitgedrukt in termen van tijdscorrelatie-func-

ties.

In dit proefschrift worden enkele aspecten van de rotatie-relaxatie van

lineaire moleculen in niet-polaire oplosmiddelen onderzocht.

In het eerste deel van het proefschrift worden klassieke gegeneraliseerde

rotatie-diffusie modellen besproken. In deze modellen wordt de interactie

tussen storende moleculen en de lineaire rotator beschreven als een opeen-

volging van kortdurende botsingen. De modellen zijn generalisaties van de

zogeheten m- en J-diffusie modellen die werden ingevoerd door Gordon.

Wij breiden deze oudere modellen op een aantal punten uit. In het bijzonder

verkrijgen wij gesloten uitdrukkingen voor een aantal correlatie-functies.

Bij de afleiding van doze uitdrukkingen worden geen beperkingen opgelegd
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aan de verdeling van tijden tussen opeenvolgende botsingen. Bovendien

worden de beperkende, fysisch nogal onrealistische veronderstellingen aan-

gaande het effect van een botsing die worden gemaakt in de m- en J-diffusie

modellen, aanzienlijk afgezwakt.

Het tweede deel van het proefschrift behandelt de dichtheids-afhankelijkheid

van de rotatie-relaxatie van HC1 in Ar. In hoofdstuk III worden ver-infrarood

absorptie-metingen van het rotatie-spectrum van HC1,opgelost in argon, ge-

presenteerd. Deze metingen verschaffen informatie over de tijdscorrelatie-

functie van het dipool moment van HC1. In deze experimenten werd de argon-

dichtheid gevarieerd van ongeveer 10% tot 60% van de dichtheid van vloeibaar

argon. Het gemeten ver-infrarood spectrum vertoont sterke gelijkenis met het

rotatie-spectrum van ongestoord HC1, maar de rotatielijnen zijn verbreed en

verschoven in frequentie ten opzichte van de ver-infrarood overgangen van

ongestoord HC1. Het blijkt dat de waargenomen halve breedte op halve hoogte

en frequentie-verschuiving van de rotatielijnen van HC1, op niet lineaire

wijze van de Ar-dichtheid afhangt. In hoofdstuk IV wordt een formalisme ont-

wikkeld om de rotatie-relaxatie van een gequantiseerde lineaire rotator in

een dicht gas te beschrijven. Dit formalisme legt een verband tussen de

rotatie-relaxatie-snelheid en de grootte van de tijdsafhankelijke storing

die de lineaire rotator ondervindt.

Deze storing hangt op zijn beurt af van de tijdsafhankelijke fluctuaties in

de locale dichtheid rond het roterende molecuul. De symmetrie en de dracht

van de intermoleculaire wisselwerking tussen een oplosmiddel-molecuul en de

lineaire rotator zijn bepalend voor de afstand waarover een dichtheidsfluc-

tuatie van dezelfde symmetrie nog invloed kan hebben op de rotatie-beweging.

Hoofdstuk V beschrijft een moleculaire dynamica-experiment aan een Lennard-

Jones vloeistof. Een dergelijke modelvloeistof wordt gekarakteriseerd door

een aantal parameters. Deze parameters werden zo gekozen dat de computer-

berekening een min of meer realistische simulatie van het HC1-Ar systeem,

bij de temperatuur en dichtheden waarbij de metingen waren verricht, oplever-

de. In het computer-experilment werd de tijdsafhankelijke anisotrope storing

welke een opgelost molecuul ondervindt, uitgerekend.

Met behulp van het in hoofdstuk IV ontwikkelde formalisme, kon uit de aldus

verkregen anisotrope storing de rotatie-lijnverbreding van het opgeloste

molecuul bij verschillende oplosmiddel dichtheden worden berekend. De bere-

kende lijnbreedtes bleken op niet-lineaire wijze van de dichtheid af te han-

gen. Deze dichtheids-afhankelijkheid was sneller of langzamer dan lineair,

afhankelijk van de precieze vorm van de molecuul-oplosmiddel atoom intermole-
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culaire potentiaal. Een gedetailleerdere analyse bracht twee factoren aan

het licht die een geprononceerde invloed hebben op de dichtheidsafhankelijk-

heid van rotatie-lijnbreedtes. Enerzijds blijkt de levensduur van anisotrope

fluctuaties in de locale dichtheid rond een opgelost molecuul snel af te ne-

men met toenemende oplosmiddel-dichtheid; dit effect is verantwoordelijk voor

een langzamer dan lineaire dichtheids-afhankelijkheid van rotatie-lijnbreedtes.

Anderzijds zullen zich, bij hoge dichtheden collectieve, phonon-achtige dicht-

heidsfluctuaties manifesteren; deze collectieve dichtheids-fluctuaties kunnen

sterk koppelen met de rotatie-beweging van een opgelost molecuul en zo aan-

leiding geven tot een sneller dan lineaire dichtheids-afhankelijkheid van

de rotatie-lijnbreedtes. In hoofdstuk VI worden de resultaten van de mole-

culaire dynamica-berekeningen gebruikt om het ver-infrarood spectrum van HC1

in Ar te analyseren. Beide bovenvermelde effecten blijken in rekening te moe-

ten worden gebracht om tot een bevredigende beschrijving van de rotatie-

lijnverbreding van HC1 door argon te komen.

Uit deze rotatie-lijnbreedtes kon directe informatie worden verkregen over

het frequentie-spectrum van de anisotrope storing die door een in argon op-

gelost HClmolecuul wordt ondervonden. Deze informatie kon worden vergeleken

met de gegevens over het corresponderende frequentie-spectrum dat in het

computer-experiment was berekend. Tenslotte wordt de relatie besproken die

bestaat tussen rotatie-lijnverbredingsmetingen en andere experimenten die ge-

voelig zijn voor locale dichtheidsfluctuaties in vloeistoffen.
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STELLINGEN

De mogelijke toepassing van het pad-integraal formalisme voor de

directe numerieke berekening van correlatiefuncties van quantum veel-

deeltjes systemen, verdient nader te worden onderzocht.

2) De wijzigingen die Buck en McGuire voorstellen voor de HC1-Ar potentiaal,

zijn niet noodzakelijk verbeteringen.

U.Buck,P.McGuire,Chem.Phys. 16,101 (1976)

3) De veronderstelling dat de correlatiefunctie van de anisotrope storing

die een molekuul opgelost in een vloeistof ondervindt ,exponentieel is,

is weinig realistisch.

Nguyen Minh Hoang,Thèse de Doctorat,Besancon (1976)

Dit proefschrift,hoofdstuk V.

4) In het m-diffusie model divergeert de uitdrukking voor de oppervlakte

onder de orientatie correlatiefuncties van lineaire molekulen. Het grafisch

weergeven van deze grootheid is dan ook tot mislukken gedoemd.

W.A. Steele, Adv. Chem. Phys. 34,1 (1976)

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk II.

5) Tegen de wijze waarop Miziolek en Pimentel de vormings enthalpie van

het HC1-Ar van der Weals molekuul afschatten, zijn bedenkingen aan te

voeren.

A.W.Miziolek,G.C.Pimentel, J.Chem.Phys. 65,4462 (1976)

6) Het is onjuist om uit qualitatieve overeenkamsten tussen het gedrag van

geheugenfuncties voor rotatie- en translatie bewegingen te concluderen dat

gelijksoortige mechanismen in beide gevallen een rol spelen.

A.Gerschel, Newer aspects of molecular relaxation processes, Faraday

Symposium no.11 (1976).

1)



7) Tegen de wijze waarop Rothschild de dephasing snelheid van de molekul-

aire vibraties in vloeibaar stikstof berekent, zijn ernstige bezwaren

aan te voeren.

W.G. Rothschild, J.Chem.Phys. 65,2958 (1976)

8) De veronderstelling dat de frequentie van de transversale collectieve

mode van een oplossing van dipool molekulen in een niet polaire vloei-

stof concentratie onafhankelijk is, is aanvechtbaar.

G.Ascarelli, Chem.Phys.Lett. 39,23 (1976)

9) Het is onjuist om te veronderstellen dat extra informatie over molekulaire

relaxatie processen verkregen kan worden uit de informatie theorie.

M.S.Beevers,J.Crossley,D.C.Garrington,G.Williams, Newer aspects

of molecular relaxation processes, Faraday symposium no.11 (1976)

D.Frenkel Amsterdam, 27 april 1977.


